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Three Day 

N.T.D.A. HOLDS ANNUAL 
MEETING IN NEW YORK 

Meeting Held at Pennsylvania 

Hotel on Nov. 13-15. G. J. Burger 

Re-Elected President — Resolutions for 

Betterment of Dealers Passed 

The fourth annual convention of the 

National Tire Dealers’ Association which 

was held in New York City at the Hotel 
Pennsylvania, November 13, 14 and 15 
was the most successful ever held since 
the inception of the national body. 

The meetings were attended by about 
200 enthusiastic tire dealers representing 
forty-four cities in twenty states and 
were all marked by a spirit of harmony 
and eonfidence and by a conspicuous ab- 

anything bearing a tinge of 
radicalism or lobbying. No more ample 
demonstration of the latter could have 

been shown than the unanimous vote of 

the members to nominate and re-elect as 

president of the Association for 1924 
George J. Burger of New York. It not 

only revealed the high esteem in which 
Mr. Burger is held by the Association 
but also its appreciation of the efficient 
manner in which he has handled the 

affairs of the organization during his 
first tenure of offiee. 

Election of Officers 

Election of officers and directors was 

held in the closing session, Thursday, 
November 15. In addition to Mr. Bure- 

er, Thomas F. Whitehead was elected 

vice president for 1924 while new direc- 

were E. P. Farley, Minne- 
Howell, Wilming- 

sence ol 

tors named 

apolis, Minn.; N. W. 
ton, Del.; H. A. Ruhnke, Milwaukee, 
Wis.; Clay D. Manville, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
and P. J. Quigley, Memphis, Tenn. 

The convention was called to order by 
President Burger on Tuesday afternoon, 
November 13. He declared that the As- 
sociation was truly representative of the 
tire dealers of this country and urged 

strong moral support by all members, 
and incorporation of the Association. 
Vice-president Whitehead reviewed the 
early days of the Association and said 
that a long step forward had been taken 
at the 1922 convention in Milwaukee. 

Talk on Merchandising 

A feature of the second day’s session 
and one that proved both interesting and 
helpful was the talk on merchandising 
by Richard Lennihan, assistant director 
of the Bureau of Research, Harvard 

AKRON’S PRODUCTS 
WORTH $402,375,570 

Akron’s 158 manufacturing plants, 
including rubber and tire companies 
which consumed 60 per cent of the 
total United States crude rubber 
imports during the fiscal year ended 
October 31, produced manufactured 
product valued at $402,375,570 accord- 
ing to the Akron Chamber of 
Commerce. These same plants em- 
ployed an aggregate of 50,950 men 
and women and paid them wages of 
$79,734,400 during the year. 

University. He told of the survey of 
the tire business the Bureau is making on 
behalf of the Rubber Association of 
America, and emphasized certain points 
vital to successful retailing. The chief 

of these, he thought, is knowledge of the 
cost of doing business. 

Planks of the 1924 platform were 
read before the executive session on 
Wednesday and_ several resolutions 
adopted. The first drew considerable 
discussion as it proposed that manufac- 
turers should distribute only through 
dealers carefully selected, and described 
a dealer as one who derives the major 
portion of his income from the resale of 
tires. The resolution was unanimously 
adopted as was the second part which 
proposed that blemished tires be handled 
through manufacturers’ dealers only. 
The third section to do away with 
publication by manufacturers of price 
advances and declines was adopted with- 
out dissention. A resolution that spring 

dating be eliminated was adopted as was 

another asking that the fifth and sixth 
tires be cut out as part of orginal 
equipment. Resolution No. 6 called for 
further standardization of tire types and 
sizes. It was adopted undiseussed as 
was the seventh which proposed imecor- 
poration of the National Association. 

Other resolutions adopted called for the 
selling of manufacturers’ products to the 

dealers and automobile makers at one 
price; that orders for tires from car 

dealers be referred to tire dealers by 
manuafeturers; that tire manufacturers 
make every effort to see that original 
equipment remain on cars until delivered 
to consumers; that a conference he held 

between committees representing the 
national association and tire manufac- 

(Continued on Page 162) 
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GOODYEAR BUSINESS IS 
GOOD SAYS WILMER 

Business is Satisfactory But Prices and 

Profits Are Low—lIndustry Has Suffered 

from Overproduction and Overcapacity 

Extra Quality of Modern Tires Also Has 
Served to Decrease Consumption 

In a statement recently issued, Chair- 
man E. G. Wilmer of Goodyear states 
that business has been good and that the 
future looks bright. He said: 

“T cannot say whether or not prices 
will go lower or whether those who have 
taken the initiative in the price-cutting 
movement will continue in their present 
policy,” he said. “I can only speak of 
Goodyear. 

“We are doing a good volume of bus- 
iness but at low prices and at smal] 
profit. With crude rubber showing a 
firmer tendency and with cotton and 
fabric advancing, it would seem that 
prices could not reasonably be expected 
to show a further falling off. 

“Tire manufacturers have been accused 
of doing business in an extravagant man- 

ner. In times like these manufacturers 
devote their efforts to reducing adminis- 
trative and production costs so that in 
the long run the present eondition will 
undoubtedly tend to reduce manufactur- 
ing costs and thus prove beneficial. 

“There has been some over-production, 
but the industry has suffered from over 
capacity. Expansion of plants during 
the war had something to do with the 
creation of this condition. Consump- 
tion of tires has not been retarded by 
the material improvement in the service 
of tires. Production has been automat- 
ically cut down by the competitive strug- 
gle to turn out the longest-life tire. The 
trend to light and cheaper cars has also 
been a factor. 

“There has been pretty good liquid- 
ation of inventories of finished tires 
during the Summer. Sales were good. 
Production has been curtailed, however. 
There are some bad spots, but I have 
no right to point them out. 

“T cannot say what the inventory po- 
sition is with regard to other companies, 
but so far as Goodyear is concerned we 
have started increasing our production 
slightly in order to build up our inven- 
tory of finished tires for the Winter.” 
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ERIE CREDITORS GET 
COMPANY’S PROPERTIES 

The plant of the Erie Tire & Rubber 
Co. was sold Nov. 20, under orders of 
the United States court at Toledo, to 
Charles Wilson of New York City rep- 
resenting the creditors’ committee. 

The upset price was offered, $330,100, 

there being no other bid submitted. 

It is expected that, if the sale is ap- 
proved by the court, as seems likely the 
plant will be taken over by the Erie 
Rubber Corporation, a concern recently 
incorporated at Columbus for that pur- 
pose. It will then be operated. 

It is said that a Chicago 
ready to contract for the entire output 
of the plant, a line of tires to be sold 
at a low 

The sale price is considerably 
than the approved claims of creditors, 
which may that the stock-holders 
in the company will get The 
total of approved claims was estimated 
at $450,000. Stockholders were given 
every opportunity to bid in the prop 
erty, but the efforts to organize them 

for this purpose failed. 

The Erie Tire & Rubber Co. was 
corporated in February, 1919, with an 
authorized capital of $10,000,000. But 
$2,500,000 of preferred stock was issued, 

concern is 

price 

less 

mean 

nothing. 

in- 

however, and shares of common were 

given as a bonus. P. F. Wills was 
president. Stock was still being sold 
when the crash came H. E. Greenlee 

and C. A. Peckham have been the re- 

ceivers. 

The new Erie Rubber Corporation 

Co., which is to take over the plant if 
the sale is confirmed, organized by elect- 
ing Charles T. Wilson of New York, 

president; David S. Kubie of New York, 

vice president; H. R. Greenlee, treasur 
er and general manager, and Joseph G. 
Pyle, of Kine, Ramsey, Filvnn & Pyle, 

secretary 

“Our plan Is to operate under the 

game management as at present, and to 

start the work at earliest possible mo 

ment,” said President Wilso The com- 

pany will be im better shape than ever 
before 

It is announced that the refinancing 
had been arranged for, and that the cap- 

ncity of the plant probably would be 
increased to 700 tires a day. This will 
mean employment for a full force of 

men at the plant. 

Dunlop Sales Managers Meet 

E. H. Kidder, general sales manager 

of the Dunlop Tire & Rubber Co., Buf 

falo, N. Y. branch managers’ 

eonterence tor An outline 

of sales activities for the coming year to- 

gether with the advertising schedule for 

1924 diseussed. The meeting was 

held in the new Buffalo Athletic elub. 

This branch conference is 

the forerunner of 

vention which will be held shortly after 

the first of the year at the Dunlop plant. 

ealled a 

December 9 

was 

managers’ 

a general sales con- 
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MISS BINGHAM HONORED 

A 25-year diamond studded pin, 
the first ever given a woman employe, 
has been presented by the Goodyear 
Tire and Rubber Company to Miss 
Clara E. Bingham, of Akron, who is 
director of all Goodyear girls’ ac- 
tivities. A sum of gold money as an 
added token of appreciation was pre- 
sented Miss Bingham by P. W. 
Litchfield, vice president and factory 

behalf of the manager, on company. 
Miss Bingham has been’ with 

Goodvear since 1898 when she started 
as secretary to C. W. and F. A. 
Seiberling. Her supervision of all 

girls’ activities began in 1920. 

Spahr New Dayton Sales Manager 
G. W. Spahr has been appointed gen- 

eral sales manager of the Dayton Rubber 
Manufacturing Company to succeed W. 
G. Downie, who recently resigned. 

Mr. Spahr has spent 10 years in pro- 
duction work and accounting in the steel 
industry, followed by years 

salesman and sales manager in the office 
appliance field. During the last four 
vears, he has been general manager and 

in charge of all of the Dayton 
Computing Scale Company. 

as seven 

sales 

Malone Gets Bottle Contract 

The Malone Rubber Co., 

has contracted for the manufacture ot 

150,000 hot water bottles for the Fit- 

Form Manufacturing Co. of Chicago. 

The former now producing 
about 140 bottles a day, and it is expected 

that the output will be increased to 500 
a day by January 1. 

Canton, Ohio, 

econeern is 

N.T.D.A. Annual Meeting 
Continued from Pre Pag rious 

turers to discuss conditions in the in- 
dustry, these conferences to take place 
every three months and that the national 
association be kept in touch with the 
business of all locals by the forwarding 

of minutes of every local meeting with- 
in ten days after approval. 

A good part of the final session was 
given over to matters concerning the re- 

ports of the nominating committee. The 
report of the ways and means committee 
carried an amendment to the by-laws 
suggesting that members joining during 

the first half of the calender year pay 

a $10 fee and $5 if joining during the 

second half. It was also suggested that 
a fund of $3,000 would be necessary for 
emergencies during the coming year and 
it was voted to raise this by a bond 
issue of $2,000 in multiples of $10, bear- 
ing interest at 5 per cent and redeemable 
at the discretion of the directors, and 
the sale of a limited number of life 
memberships in the Association at $50 
each. 

The convention wound up Thursday 
evening with a banquet at the Hotel 
Pennsylvania which was attended and 
enjoyed by 250 members and guests. 
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PHILIPPINES AGAIN AFTER 
NEW RUBBER CAPITAI 

The Philippines are ready and willing 
to modify land and labor laws along 
reasonable lines in order to encourag: 
the investment of American capital in 
developing the natural resources of th« 
islands, particularly rubber, according 
to Pedro Guevara, the new resident com- 
missioner from the Philippines, who re- 
cently arrived in this country. 
Two points emphasized by Commission- 

er Guevara are that the time has arrived 
for consideration of the question of Phil- 
ippine independence and that the Fil- 
ipinos are anxious to attract American 
capital to the island. 

“I wish the people of the United States 
really knew and understood the possi- 
bilities offered in the Philippines,” said 
Mr. Guevara. “I am greatly pleased 
over the interest that has been aroused 
in America in regard to the natural re- 
sourees of the islands, and this is es- 
pecially true regarding rubber. We 
have millions of acres of land in our 
islands that are suitable to rubber cul- 
tivation. The soil, climate and rainfall 
are all that could be desired. In a few 
years we could supply the world’s de- 
mand for rubber and the United States 
would be independent of the grip now 
held on one of the world’s most import- 
ant commodities by foreign countries. 
We want to see American capital invest- 
ed, but if Americans do not take advan- 
tage of the excellent opportunities 
offered, capitalists of other nations will 
do so.” 

First Tire in Thomas Plant 

The first tire made by The Thomas 
Rubber Co., in the plant they recently 
purchased in Wooster, O., has been pre- 
sented to the Wooster Board of Trade. 

In presenting the tire to the board, 
President W. S. Thomas wrote: 
“We take pleasure in presenting to 

your Board of Trade, this, the first tire 
made by our company in your city and 
beg to express the hope that our asso- 

ciation in your community may be of 
many years standing and of mutual 

service and benefit. 
“The outlook for our business for this 

and the coming year is very promising 
and we have sufficient orders on our 
books at this time to keep our plant 
running to capacity. We are now em- 
ploying about fifty people, and expect 
to double this number within the next 
ten days.” 

Smith Chemical Head In West 

Casper Smith, president of the Smith 

Chemical and Color Co., New York City, 

is making an extended trip through the 
Middle West, following his attendance at 
a recent convention in Chicago. 

Mr. Smith has visited the trade in var- 
ious large centers including Chicago, St. 
Louis, Louisville, Cincinnati, Cleveland, 
Detroit and Pittsburgh and reports bus- 
iness conditions warrant the continuance 
of the optimistic feeling that has char- 
acterized the 1923 season. 
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UBBER COMPANIES HAVE 
EXHIBITS AT HOTEL SHOW 

A most interesting exposition of pro- 
icts of value to the hotel industry re- 
ntly closed in New York. The Eighth 
ational Hotel Exposition held jointly 
th the New York State Hotel 
ation and the Hotel Association of N. 
City was held ati the Grand Central 

‘alace during the week of November 
9-24 and was attended by thousands of 

hotel men from all over the 

Ass - 

terested 

rid. 

The rubber industry was represented 
y a number of flooring manufacturers 

wluding the Stedman Products Co., 
nited States Rubber Co., and the New 

York Belting and Packmg Company. 
he Stedman booth consisted of block 

ubber flooring with the back wall made 
» of columns, caps and an interesting 
ustration of rubber as shown in the 

accompanying cut. The illustration 
howed the skyline of a modern city and 
tas done in natural colors. Every star, 

- in fact every detail was 
lone by hand and was the result of 
several months of painstaking labor on 

The effeet 

was very pleasing. Both Mr. Stedman 
ind Mr. Bush from the factory were in 
attendance. 

The United States Rubber Company 
and the New York Belting and Packing 

Company booth both had rubber floor- 
ing, tiling and composition flooring on 
exhibit. Good interest was manifested 
in all three of these exhibits. 

1] 
1 

Trustee Files Suit 

Charles Higley, trustee for creditors 
of the Owen Tire and Rubber Co., Bed- 
ford, O., has filed suit against the board 
of directors for $49,406.93. 

Higley alleges that the board set 
aside 10,000 shares of common stock to 

be purchased by them for $11 a share. 
He charges that the plan was adopted to 
rive the common stock a false and fic- 
ticious value to unload it on the public. 

The petition charges that the board 

voted on various occasions to pay divi- 
the preferred stock. Higley 

s paid out of the 

+ 

dends Oil 

declares $49,406.93 w: 

treasury when the corporation had no 

surplus or net profits. 

Receiver Asked for National 

Products 

The federal court at Philadelphia has 
been asked to appoint receivers for the 
National Rubber Products Co. and the 
National Rubber Co., with general offices 
at Pottstown, Pa., by the receivers of the 
Hydro-United Tire Co. of Pottstown. In 
addition to granting the receivership the 

court is asked to compel the National 
Rubber Realty Co., another affiliated 
concern, to surrender a lease for a tire 
manufacturing plant at Pottstown. The 
charters of the National Rubber and 
the National Rubber Products Cos. have 
been revoked by the state of Delaware, 
and they are doing no business, the 

petition for receivers states. 
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Mason to Reopen Fabric Plant 
The Mason Tire & Rubber Co. is 

making preparations to re-open its fab- 
ric plant in Kent, O., which has been 
closed for about nine months. 

The reopening will occur’ about 

December 1, and for the present it will 
be operated only on a day shift. It is 
understood that raw cotton has been 
ordered, and all other arrangements 
made for the re-opening. 

At first the number of employees will 
not be large, but it is expected that the 
number will be increased by the first of 
the year. 

New Tube Company 
The Core-Lock Tube & Rubber Com- 

pany, at Washington Court House, O., 
is rapidly getting things in shape for the 
manufacture of a leak-proof auto tire 
tube. 

Machinery has purchased and 
will be on the grounds shortly. The new 
plant will be located in the eastern half 
of the large brick building formerly 
used as the Washington Stove Factory. 
This building is rapidly being put in 
shape for the machinery. 

J. H. Burkett, formerly of the Dubois 

Rubber Company, Chattanooga, Tennes- 
see, has been elected general manager. 

It is expected that the plant will be 
producing tubes soon after the first of 

the year. 

been 

Gutta Percha Sell Plant 
The Gutta Percha and Rubber Man- 

ufacturing Company have sold the indus- 
trial plant located at Farmingdale, L. L., 

consisting of three and one-half acres of 
land, with railroad siding, and improved 
with a modern brick sprinklered factory 
building 100 by 250. The purchasers 
are Boyce & Veeder, Ine., who, after ex- 
tensive alterations and additions, will oc- 
cupy the plant for the manufacture of 
their new carbon remover for gasoline 
engines. 

M.A.M.A. 

end of 
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AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY 
MAKES GOOD SHOWING 

Reports Increased Sales and 
Sturdy Credit Conditions—Car Produc- 

tion of 4,000,000 Is Not Undue Inflation 

of Industry—Basic Economies Affected 

Further evidence of strength in the 
automotive industry is contained in re- 
port made public Nov. 27, by the Board 
of Directors of the Motor and Accessory 
Manufacturers Association through Pres- 
ident W. O. 
of B. F. Goodrich Co. 

Rutherford, vice-president 

Reports on current sales, past due ac- 
counts, and notes outstanding up to the 

indicate improvement 
three of these fac- 

October, 

with respect to all 
tors. 

Sales of 300 reporting members of the 
Association to manufacturers of cars and 
trucks for original equipment during 
October rose to $53,803,350, an inerease 

of more than $7,000,000 or 16.40 per 
cent over the September figure and ap- 
proximately $15,000,000 above the total 
for October 1922. In October 1921, the 
corresponding total was $22,000,000. 

Past due accounts in October decreased 
20.25 per cent from the previous mont! 
and notes outstanding dropped 17.24 per 
cent. 

Although twelve 
most sanguine enthusiasts in the indus- 
try predicted a production of more than 
3,000,000 velmcles for 1923, the indica- 

tions are the figure will reach 4,000,000 

as against a total of 2,527,000 for 1922. 
This huge production of cars and trucks 
has naturally been reflected in unpre- 
cedented business for the parts and ac- 

manutacturers. 

months ago the 

cessory 

Edward Rogers Young 

Edward Rogers Young, one of the old- 

est retail dealers in rubber goods in 

Providence, R. I., with offices at 35 West- 

minster Street, died at his home, Mon- 
day, Nov. 12, followimg an illness of 
several months. 

Mr. Young was born in Providence 

Aug. 29, 1856, the son of the late John 

and Ellen M. (Gould) Young. In 1876 

he entered the employ of A. C. Eddy and 
Studleys, rubber goods dealers of Prov- 

idence. 

When the firm was succeeded by Stud- 
ley Brothers, and later by Studley & Co., 
Mr. Young remained as a trusted em- 

ploye. With the death of Col. John M. 
Studley in 1903 he succeeded to the bus- 
iness and has carried it on under his own 

name ever since. During the war Mr. 

Young entered the Brown & Sharp Man- 
ufacturing Company as credit man in 
the purchasing department, which post 
he held to the time of his death. 

He was a member of St. Martin’s 
Chureh, a former member of the Church- 
men’s Club and one of the first members 
of St. Andrew’s Chapter. He leaves a 
widow, Mrs. Adelaide R. Young, a 
daughter Miss Nellie M. Young, and a 
brother, Herbert C. Young. 
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VISIBLE WORLD SUPPLY OF 
RUBBER IS 236,093 TONS 

The world’s visible supply of plant 

ation rubber as of September 30, ae 

cording to a circular sued by Little 

john & Co., Inc., amounted to 236,093 

tons, distz yuted 
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Dibble, president for past two years 
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Mt. Vernon Treasurer 

17,000,000 CARS 

Seventeen million automobiles 
passenger cars and trucks—will be in 
operation in the world by the end of 
this year, according to a preliminary 
estimate made by M. H. Hoepli, 

Acting Chief of the Automotive Di- 
vision, United States Department of 
Commerce. 

The approximate number of 
and trucks in operation at the close 
of the calendar year 1922 was 14,500, 

000; the total world production this 
$500,000. 

cars 

year is estimated at close to 

From the total thus reached, 19,000.- 

000 vehicles, are deducted some 2.- 

000,000 cars which are worn out and 

ready to be disearded or junked. 

The tremendous total of 17,000,000 
passenger cars and trucks in operation 

in- 
the 

entire world 

about 17 

year 

in the represent an 
crease oft per cent over 

im Use a ago. number 

About 

of the total, are 

which lists approximately one car or 

14,000,000, or over four-fifths 

in use in this country, 

truck to every eight persons. In the 
world the proportion is one car or 

truck to 112 persons. 

World’s Rubber Needs 

i umbers prefixed to the trade op 

+ } oon listed below reter to 

rarding the par 

ir inquiries. To obtain the confiden 
‘ 

information it is necessary only tor 

merican exports rs to apply to the 

arest othee ol Tie Bureau ol Foreign 
! . ] ad Don stiec Commerce fiving the num 

or numbers of the inquiry or n 

ries in which they are interested 

A full lst oft inquiries, divided into 

ye VO sh to purchase and 1OSt 

o wish to act as agents, is as to 

Ath lit Ie n dictating that 

quirer Would act poth capaci > 

istri1a 

(*S8274) Tires and Inne! tubes 2 OOO 

to 5.000 monthly. 

(*8227) Snow boots 1 shoes d 

oversho 5. 

d 
S317) Ba loons rupber to 

ke | 

(S319) R: eoats 

va 

(8301) Druggist’s rubber sundries. 

therlands 

(8251) Rubber articles of all kinds. 

A ae nis 

4 , » 
(8308) Raincoats. 

ina 

(8363) Tape, telegraphic, 30,000 rolls. 

Squires Rubber Assets Sold 

Assets of the Squires Rubber Co., 

rand Rapids, Mich., now in receiver- 

I lp, have been sold no (reorge M. Roose- 

It for $2,800. = 
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NATIONAL STANDARD TO 
OPEN FACTORY IN OHIO 

National Standard Co. of Niles, Mich., 
has purchased the plant formerly oc- 
eupied by the Falor Rubber Co. at 
Bettes Corners, Ohio, and is remodeling 
the structure preparatory to converting 

it into a branch factory about January 1. 
Officers of the National Standard Co. 

declared no decision will be made on the 
extent of operations in the new plant 
until January 1. The makes 

used in the beads of tires. 
com pany 

wire 

Fire at U. S. Rubber Plant 

building of 

at ( Iney 

recently 

The grinding and pressur 

the United States Rubber Co. 

ville, R. I., was damaged by fire 
caused by spontaneous combustion oO 

rubber dust. 

British Malayan Rubber Exports 

The exports ol 

from British Malaya for the first fiscal 

year of restriction Nov. l, 

1922, and ending Oct. 31, 1923, amounted 

erude rubber TOSS 

beginning 

to 249,171 lone tons, an inerease of 4,787 

tons over the previous vear when the 
rross exports totalled 244,384 tons. The 

total net exports under restriction, how- 
ever. were only 156,238 tons, or a decrease 

of 27,744 tons as compared with 213,982 
tons in the previous vear. The re exports 

during the year under restriction 
62,934 tons, or an increase of 32.532 tons 

were 

over the preceding twelve month period. 

The following table will the 

parative statistics by months for the two 
show ¢om- 

fiseal years: 

Figures 

1921-1922 1922-1923 

( SS Ne R ( Net Re 

Exports Exports Exports I rts Exports 

17,941 1 rf 1,97 1,64 16,474 168 
Dece ber 

Ls 4 l 6Hof é ) l 12 l S58 1569 

at ry 

18,962 16,027 2,9 22,871 8,51 4 8 
ebruary 

20,033 18,42¢ 1,¢ l 15,818 4,089 
Marc] 

19,304 17,812 1,492 2 4 18 8 108 

Ap 

14,4 12 > 1,8¢ 24 8 18,62 5,389 

24,789 22 ) 2,094 2 1] ] ) 5,02 

1617 17 ») 2,2 18,621 13,664 4,957 

21,964 18,822 142 16,749 11,12 624 

16 18,57 2,741 19,806 12,764 7,042 
Se] her 

2 238 17,2¢ 7 l 16.68 “269 

(ictLobet 

27,466 2 172 94 21,424 l oe 1] 

Tota 

44,384 21 Pe 1 19,171 235 62,904 

Purchases Factory Building 

The American Rubber Products Corpor- 
ation, 47 West Thirty-tourth Street, 
New York City, has purchased from the 

Holding New Pavonia Corporation, 

York, the factory at the northeast cor- 
ner of Henderson and Eighth Streets, 

Jersey City. The building is a four 
story, conerete structure, 100 by 250 
feet. The purchase also included all the 

machinery and fixtures. The price paid 
was $90,000. 
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RUBBER ASSOCIATION 
NOVEMBER ACTIVITIES 

Tire Division Reviews Year “Balloon” 

Designation Officially Adopted — 

“Cushion” for Foreign Use—Reclaimers 

to Assist Bureau of Standards—Trans- 

portation Matters Discussed 

The regular quarterly meeting of the 
Tire Manufacturers Division which was 

scheduled for the latter part of October 
was held in Chicago, at the Congress 
Hotel, on November Ist. The session 

was well attended by both eastern and 
middle western members. 

A general review was had of the act- 

ivities of the Executive Committee of 
the Division during the past year and 

progress reports were rendered on sev- 
eral matters now in hand. 

* * * 

The postponed October meeting of the 
Tire Executive Committee was also held 
in Chicago on November Ist. 

The word “Balloon” was formally 
adopted as the uniform designation for 
the low pressure, thin side-wall of tire, 

and the Association office was requested 
to register that word, and the word 
“Cushion”, in foreign countries, as has 
already been done with the terms “Cord”, 
“Non-Skid”, “Straight-Side’, “Truck”, 

and “Tread”. 
The Committee recommended the ap- 

propriation by the Board of Directors 
of the Association of funds to defray the 
expense of making a survey of tire deal- 
ers’ inventories. 

A number of other matters pertaining 

to the tire trade were discussed. 
* > * 

The Rubber Reclaimers Division of the 
Association met at the Yale Club, New 
York, on November Ist. 

The reclaimers accepted the invitation 
of the Bureau of Standards, at Wash- 
ington, to assist that organization in its 
research work on reclaimed rubber, which 
has as its purpose the extension of the 
use of reclaimed and the improvement 
of manufacturing processes of that com- 
modity. 

The Standards of Serap Rubber 
Specifications and Packing were mod- 
ified slightly. The form in which the 
monthly statistics on scrap and reclaimed 
rubber has been compiled was also 
changed. New by-laws were adopted, the 
previous ones being somewhat obsolete. 

. * * 

The Aceounting Committee met at 

the Yale Club, New York, on Novem- 
ber 13th, and progressed its work in 

the formulation of uniform costing ac- 
counting fundamentals and _ principles 
for rubber manufacturers. The Com- 
mittee expects to be able to release its 
first concrete report thereon to the mem- 
bership of the Association in the near 
future. 

* * * 

A two-day meeting of the Service 
Managers Committee of the Tire Div- 

ision was held on November 22nd and 
23rd. The session was given over to 
the formulation of the pamphlet “The 
Care of Pneumatie Truck Tires”. 
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The regular quarterly meeting of the 
Mechanical Rubber Goods Manufactur- 
ers Division was held at the Yale Club 
on November 23rd. A resolution was 
adopted endorsing the recognition at 
some future date of 59” as the stand- 
ard size for garden hose, and a Com- 
mittee was appointed to recommend 
ways and means of making the plan 
effective. The Board of Directors of 
the Association was requested to approp- 
riate $5,000 for publicity purposes in 
connection with this program, to be ex- 

pended at the discretion of the Executive 
Committee of the Division. 

The Division approved the reecommend- 
ed concentration of hose wire purchases 
on the basis of twenty-one suggested 
standard sizes and types, as proposed by 
the Specification Committee. 

* + >. 

The Tire Executive Committee held 
its regular monthly meeting on Novem- 
ber 21st, and the Board of Directors 

met on the 22nd. 

coe * . 

The November regular meeting of the 
Traffic Committee was held in the Hotel 
Sherman, Chieago, Ill., on November 

13th, by reason of the Annual Meeting 
of the National Industrial Traffic League, 
that was held at the same place on Nov- 
ember 14th and 15th. 

The Committee gave further consider- 

ation to the propriety of applying to the 
earriers for changes in the rates on re- 
claimed rubber, and this subject is now 
under investigation. 

Other matters pertaining to railroad 
and steamship transportation of rubber 
products were also handled at this meet- 
ing. 

On November 15th, the Committee ap- 
peared before the Consolidated Freight 
Classification Committee in Chieago, and 

gave a demonstration of the use of a 

new method of bundling automobile 

tires by use of twisted annealed wire. 

This method of bundling tires is not per- 
mitted at present by the Classification 
specifications but as a result of the dem- 
onstration the Consolidated Classifica- 
tion Committee approved its use and will 
place the specifications in effect in a sun- 
plement to the Classification, at an early 
date. 

E. J. Samuel Ajax Manager 

E. J. Samuel has been made manager 

of sales of the pneumatic truck tire de 
partment of the Ajax Rubber Company, 
Ine. His headquarters will be at the 
company’s general offices, 220 West 
Fifty-seventh Street, New York City. Mr. 
Samuel was formerly with the Goodyear 
Tire and Rubber Company for more 
than 12 years as manager of British sales 
in London, assistant sales manager in 
Chieago and manager of the organization 
department in Akron in connection with 
personnel. 

Ajax has recently perfected a pneu- 
matic truck tire and Mr. Samuel will 
concentrate his efforts on its marketing 

throughout the country. 
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U. S. ANNOUNCES NEW 
PNEUMATIC TRUCK TIRE 

The United States Tire Company has 
announced the new Royal Cord pneu- 
matie truck-bus tire. The new tire, in 
addition to embodying in a truck tire for 
the first time the Royal Cord tread de- 
sign, also utilizes web cord and sprayed 
rubber, two of the discoveries in tire 

New U. S. Pneumatic Truck Tire 

manufacture recently announced by the 
company. 

The Royal Cord tread 

for years on the quality passenger car 
tire at the head of the United States 
line, has been adapted to the new truck 
tire, slight modifications having been 
made to meet the greater exactions of 

heavy work. 
The new tire is a scientifically de- 

veloped truck and bus tire constructed to 

give perfect pneumatic cushioning at an) 
speed over all types of roads. The rigid 
tests to which it was put on the com 
pany’s test fleets uphold all claims made 
for it. 

design, used 

Studebaker to Buy Excel Plant 
Negotiations are now under way 

whereby the Excel Rubber Company of 
Wadsworth, Ohio, may be merged with 
the Studebaker-Wulff Rubber company 
of Marion, Ohio. 

When negotiations are completed, it 
is said, the Studebaker company will 
begin to produce tires in Wadsworth and 
production will be gradually increased 
until full night and day production is 
attained in the spring. 

It is expected that the belt capacity 
will also be increased. 
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THEFT OF AJAX STOCK 
LAID TO EX-SECRETARY 

\\ n J. Jackson ri secretary 

of the Ajax Rubber Co., New York City, 

eported on December 4th. to have been 

indicted for first degree areeny by the 

Ni Vi Cou G | Jurv on a 

—_ 4 i 25 O00 hares of the 

ce mnt \ benel arrant tor 

his arrest is said to have bes issued by 

the Court of General Sessio! 

Jackson resigned trom Ajax on August 

3 The loss of hook of 250 certificates 

of 100 shares each of a total value of 

$175,000 was dl covered shortly atter his 

departure, but suspicion was not fastened 

on Jackson until 5,000 shares of Ajax 

stock wert sent to Simmons «& Co.., 

brokers, of 50 Broadway, New York City, 

askin for a loan of $10,000 against the 

shares Th tock, which was then 

quoted at $7 a share, had a value ol 

£35 000 

[The stock was taken to the Central 

Union Trust Co tor transterence to 

Simmons & Co. and it was there diseov 

ered that the signature of E. W. Berry, 

transter agent of the trust company, was 

a torgery The stock bore the signa 

ture of J. C. Weston, president of Ajax 

Rubber Co.. which was also said to be 

forged but the signatures of the com 

pany’s registrar and an assistant secre 

tarv, needed to make the securities valid, 

were missing Further Invest gation 

disclosed that the regular stock issue ot 

the Ajax company did not run serially 

above 14,000 whereas the lowest figure of 

any of the certificate vas 16,251 The 

transference was cancelled by the Central 

Union Trust Co ho, with Simmons « 

('o placed the matter in the hands of 

District Attorne Bantor 

The certificate offered as collateral 

ere ii to be ent pb jackson trom 

san Antonio I's he District At 

torney’s office stated that telegram had 

been sent to the ithoriti in that cits 

ski that lacksor hy detained A 

rep rrol tie Neri tl \ omo emet ot 

police said that Jackson had “temporaril) 

eit t — at iis tf see ! San 

Ant oon the eve ( December 1] 

Banks and brokerag ces throughout 

the eour I heel to watch for 

tiv ! ~ yr ceort tients so tar ony the 

000 shares sent b Tine to the New 

Yor brokerage fim I heen reeovered 

Certificate of Merit for W orthy 

Exhibits 

An <« ved t m t to be 

awarded to comp es W se exinbits at 

tih last Ex position ot Chemical Indus 

tries, held last September at the Grand 

Central Palace. New York. vere note 

worthy has been designed and is being 

engraved by the American Bank Note 

Company tor the Exposition manage 
ment Distribution of the certificate to 

award iS @X- 
} 

December. 

the companies winning the 

pected to take place early in 

The exact number of awards to be made 

ts not known at this time 

to the it ol ‘ 

but according 

manageme! the Exposition, 
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only those exhibits which came up to the 
standards will the merit 

certificate. 

The 1923 Chemeal Exposition, the 

ninth which held, marks the first 

time at which anything in the nature of 
certificates of merit has 

carried out. Plans for the Tenth Expo- 
sition of Chemical Industries to be held 
Se ptember 28th—October 3rd, 1925, eall 

for a broad scheme in the awarding ot 

certificates for unique and unusual ex 
hibits of industrial products and enter- 
prises. 

mghest receive 

was 

awarding been 

Rubber Door Bumper 

The Autoquip Mfg. Co., Rochester, 
N. Y., has announced a new feature in 

its line of automobile fixtures in the 

form of a rubber adjustable door bump- 

New Rubber Bumper 

shown we 

] 
novel 

in accompanying eut 

of thas bumper 

As the rubber 

be extended by turning 

to the meht. This 

the wear and provides % 

which it is said 

three to tour years ol service betore re- 

The ad 

justable bumper thus does away with the 

advantage 

is the adjusting feature. 

wears Of it may 

the t 

ponsates 
wo scTews com 

lor 

rubber will give f ol Ith. 

’ 
pecomes neccessary. placement 

necessity ol shimming up the rubber with 

It is said that several 
manufacturers have approved the Auto 
quip bumper for standard equipment 

eardboard. body 

Mid-West Meeting on Dee. 1] 

The 

Association 

Mid-West Rubber 

will hold 

Manufacturers’ 

I lecember re Its “4 
ular monthly meeting and luncheon at 
the Hotel LaSalle, Chicago, Ill., on 
December 11. 

This meeting is expected to be one of 

the largest held by the association since 
last June, due to the fact that there are 

matters to brought up which will 

require the attention and cooperation of 
all tire manufacturers. 

be 
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LR. HOLDS SECOND 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

The second annual and general meeting 

and dinner of the Institution of the Rub- 

ber Industry, Ltd., was held November 16 
at the Hotel Victoria in London. Mr. 

Alexander Johnson, J. P., president ol 

the Institution to that 

office for another vear. 

In his to the 

Johnson spoke of the 

made by the Institution during the past 
year, and pointed out that the member- 
ship had grown from 137 to nearly 500, 

the additions including distin- 

guished individuals and well-known firms. 

He made a special plea to all full mem- 
bers to induce members of their staffs to 

ol Insti 

was re-elected 

Mr. 
} yrogTess 

address members 

vreat 

many 

become graduate members the 

tution. 

Among the new vice-presidents elected 

were Sir Erie Geddes, Sir Frank Swet- 

tenham and D. F. L. Zorn. 
Mr. Miller deplored the fact that while 

the production of rubber 
largely in British hands, smal] 
proportion of the manufacturing industry 

in their hands. He thought the 

policy of the country in regard to free 
trade was responsible and expressed the 
belief that given even terms in 

tition British manufacturers could 

duce the best tires in the world. 

Sir Stanley 
that disagreement 

restriction 

raw was st) 

such a 

was 

compe- 

pro- 

Bois was pleased to note 

over the question ot 

was passing away because 
manufacturers were realizing that pro- 
ducers were trying to save a_ great 
industry, and that if it was not saved 
the manufacturers themselves would share 

in the ruin. 

British Rubber Imports and 
Exports 

According to a report of Robt. F. 

Skinner, American Consul-General, Lon- 

don, the imports ol Great 

Britain for the first nine months of 1923 

totaled 55,342.1 

with 46,533.7 for the corresponding per- 

od 1922, an tons. 

The countries that eX- 

ports to Great Britain over those of the 
corresponding months of 1922 are Brit- 
ish Malaya, Ceylon, Brazil and Pern; 
West Africa, East Africa and Madagns- 

The other slight 

decreases. 

rubber into 

long tons, compared 

ot inerease OL S SUS 

show increase of 

countries show ear. 

The total exports of rubber from the 

United Kingdom were 53,219 tons for 

the first nine months of 1923 against 

39,107 tons for 1922, making an increase 

14,112 tons. This is mainly due to 
an inerease of 11,951.3 tons in ship- 
ments to the United States. 

o! 

French Rubber Imports 

According to L’Information Fininciére, 
October 13, 1923, the French imports ot 

rubber during the first eizht months of 

1923 amounted to 22,686 metric tons, of 

a total value of 195,648,000 franes, 

against 19,906 tons, of a total 
value of 67,162,000 franes during 
the corresponding period ot 1922. 
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RECENT IMPORT DUTIES 
LEVIED ON RUBBER GOODS 

Hungary 

The Hungarian import tariff on rubber 
goods is the same for all countries—all 

imports being subject to the conventional 

rates of duty where such are provided. 
Import duties are stated in gold and 

payable in gold or its equivalent in paper 
currency, according to the gold parity 
published by the Government. The last 
published rate (decree of July 30, 1923) 

for customs purposes was 380,000 paper 

crowns to crown. The gold 

erown is equal to $0.2026; the paper 
crown was quoted at $0.000054 on Octo- 

ber 4, 1923. 
Importation of most rubber goods can 

be effected only under special license. 

Goods requiring license fall under Item 
Nos. 309, 312, 313, 314, 316, 317, Ex320 
(a), and Ex 320 (d) of the following 

schedule. It is understood that permis- 
sion to import restricted foods can usu- 

ally be obtained by the Hungarian 
importer upon application to the proper 

Postal parcels of a value of 
than 500,000 (paper) 

freely imported regardless 

one gold 

authorities. 

+ no more cTOWNS 

each may be 

of any existing prohibition regularly ap- 
plying to such goods imported by other 

means of transportation. 
All imports are sub ject to 

or manipulation fee of 1 per 
| foods. 

stamp tax 

cent of 

Value ot 

RATE OF DUTY 
Cro s per 100 gross kilo) 

Tariff No Articlh General. Conventional 

! rubl itta percha 

t} 

t India r itta eT \ 

» DalAta gum) raw or re 

fined ist thereof, old used 

piece ! anufactured 
there fre ! lA r npber re 

nerated rubber waste 

Mit gu Free 

It t bber lve 6.00 

6 India rubver, paste 10.00 

Tare 14% ir cases and 

isk 90% in hampers; and 
1% n bale 

7 India rubber threads not 

covered ith yarn (also flat, 
not more than 3 mm. wide 60 

8 Sheet ul leanized eut, 
coated o patent sheets) 40.0 10.00 

Tare 14% it cases and 

k »% in hampers; and 

1% in t 

9 Wares ade of patent sheets 

not spe all nentioned vul 

i 1 ; t nt d or 

tl ‘ r no 
Tt l l ) 

rar 14 ase and 

‘ ‘ OF } ners nd 

4° I ale 

Children’s toys and games of 
soft india rubber ombined 

‘ ! th fine or commor 

I ite 11s l 00 ~ 18] 

Tare 14 iT cases and 

casks 1% in hampers; and 

1c, 1 

11 Boots and hoes combined 

or not with textiles of all 

kinds or with other materials. 120,00 

lar 140% ir cases and 

casks: 90% in hampers; and 

$7, in | ale 

12 Wares of soft india rubber, 
not special nentioned, cor 

bined or not with fine or com 
mon aterials 100.00 80.00 

Tare—149 in cases and 

casks: 9% in hampers; and 
t% in bales 

313 Hardened india rubber (solid 

or hard as leather) in sheets, 

rods, and tubes, polished or 
not, but not further worked 30.00 30.00 

Tare—14% in cases and 

casks: 9% in hampers; and 

1% in bales 

314 Wares of hardened 

16 
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india rub- 

ber, not specially mentioned 
(a) Rough pressed, the 

pressing being 

CS aie haa 
(b) Other, combined or not 

with fine or common ma- 
terials ; ; j ei .135.00 

rare—16% in cases and 

casks; 139 in hampers; and 
6% in bales 

seams 

84.00 84.00 

100.00 

Woven and knitted materials 
covered, impregnated, or coat- 
ed, with india rubber or with 
internal layers of india rub- 

ber, if the yarns used therein 
consist 

(a) Wholly or partly of silk, 
floss silk, or artificial 
silk . - . .200.00 

(b) Of other textile materials, 

also felt of such materials130.00 

Tare 3% in cases and 
casks; 99% in hampers; and 

6% in bales 

knitted wares, 
if the yarns 

Elastic fabrics, 

and haberdashery, 

used therein consist 

(a) Wholly or partly of silk, 

floss silk, or artificial 
silk . ‘ ....200.00 

Shoe elastic = 200.00 

(b) Of other textile materials 

(1) Shoe elastic 

(2) Other 

Tare—-13% 
casks; 9% in 
60% in bales 

l PY ) or ) 

170.00 

185.00 

165.00 
‘ 180.00 

in cases and 

hampers; and 

Clothing and other articles 

made wih stuck or sewn ad 

ditions of the materials men 

tioned in Nos. 315 and 316 

are dutiable as these with an 

addition of 200 (Convention- 

alized ) 

Tare 13% in cases and 

easks; 99% in hampers; and 
6% in bales 

(In calculating the surtax 

relating to the conventional 
treatment, the basis will be 

the conventional duty applic 

able to the portion of the 

article involving its classifi 

cation. ) 

Wares of india 
bined with very fine 

Children’s toys and games of 

f rubber, ombined 

materials 

ases and 

hampers; and 

rubber com 

naterials 240.00 
a 

soft india 

with very fine 

Tare—209 in 
casks; 139% in 

69% in bales 

Wares of india rubber 

mounting of precious 

(a) Of 

(b) Of silver 

Tare—20% 
casks; 13% in 

69% in bales 

Articles for technical pur 
poses 

(a) Fabrics for cards for 
factories, by per 

240.00 200.00 

with 

metals 

cold 850.00 

600.00 

carding 

mission and under con 

trol 7.00 
(b) Tubing of or 

ith india 

or without layers of fab 

rics or inlaid wire 40.06 

(Note—Tubing made of 

patent sheets is to pay 

duty nnder No 309 

mnventionalized ).) 

ombined 
rubber with 

Tare ISG in cases and 

casks; 99% in hampers; and 

2% in bales and sacks 

(c) Packing (engine pack 
ing) 100,00 80.00 

(d) Trans 100.00 
(e) Pneumati« tires (inner 

or outer tubes) 150.00 

(f) Insulating naterial of 

patent sheets, vulcanized 
0 not 130.00 

(g) Fittings for technical and 

electro-technical purposes, 

for instruments, etc., of 

hardened india rubber, 

except such as are in 
cluded under No 314 
(a) 135.00 115.00 

(Note—For telephone and 

microphone construction, 

by permission and under 
control) : 

(h) India rubber press cloths 
and other technical ar- 

RO.00 x 

100.00 

100.00 90.00 

ticles not specially men- 

tioned ‘ Job ame 

Tare—13% in cases and 
casks; 9% in hampers; and 

2% in bales and sacks. 
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Rubber Dealers to Dine 
The annual dinner of members of the 

Rubber Trade Association of New York, 

Ine., will be held on Wednesday eve- 
ning, December 12, in the Music Room ot 
the Butmore Hotel. 

The dinner is in charge of the Dinner 

Committee of the association, which is 

comprised of Robert L. Baird of Baird 
Rubber and Trading Company who is 
chairman, and F. B. Peterson, crude rub- 

ber broker of 60 Beaver St. 

Fire at Mansfield Plant 
Fire of unknown origin did consider 

able damage recently at the plant of the 
Mansfield Tire & Rubber Company, 
Mansfield, O. and brought painful in- 

juries to one employe who was burned 
in an explosion of benzol. 

The fire started with an explosion of 
a large tank of benzol located on the 
third floor of the plant in what is known 
as the old building. 

A big quantity of stock and mater- 
ial as well as factory equipment was 
badly damaged by the immense amount 
of water poured into the building. 

It is reported that the company 
ried insurance in sufficient quantity to 
safeguard itself against financial losses. 

car 

New Camden Plant 

the B. 

Sturtevant's 

The Philadelplia division of 
F. Sturtevant Company has been in- 
stalled in the conecern’s new plant at 
Thorne & Copewood streets, Camden, 
N. J. In the new location, which is a 
modern daylight building, with Penn- 

sylvania Railroad siding, the Sturtevant 
company will maintain an up-to-date 
shop for manufacturing all kinds of 
sheet metal work required for the com- 

plete installation of fan systems, includ- 
ing heating, ventilating, drying, exhaust 
and conveying work. Machine guards, 
pulleys and gears will also be manufae- 
tured in the new branch. 

A large stock of standard equipment 
such as electric propeller, Monogram 
and planing mill fans, steel pressure 
blowers, Turbo Undergrate Blowers, and 

blast will be carried. The 

pany’s capacity has been quadrupled by 
addition of the Camden plant. 

grates com- 

Griscom-Russell Exhibit 
Two new pieces of power equipment 

of the Griscom-Russell Co., New York, 

were on view in that company’s booth 

at the Power Show held in New York 

City from December 3 to 8. These 

ducts were the U-fin Air Cooler and 

Mirilees-Watson Air Ejector, which were 

exhibited in addition power 

equipment including feed 
water heaters, oil heaters, 

pro- 

1 + 
tne 

to other 

evaporators, 

coolers and 

ete. 

The U-fin Aw Cooler is designed for 

installation under the main station gen- 

erator and is enclosed in the duct work. 

Its purpose is to cool the ventilating 
air discharge for the generator windings. 
It is a compact, rigid unit, the sides of 

which are encased in sheet iron. The 

cooling surface is formed of rigid U-fin 
tubes with rectangular brass fins. 



W ILAT are the commercial possibilities of rubber growing 
the far South ? The importance of this question 

u ts timeliness is emphasized by the unusual pic- 
ire ‘ re publishn here th the remarkable 

er trees planted in Dade County, 
that Florida should be 

trees of this particular variety 

showing 

ey ice ree 

r { ; retu died to ( hethe 

ch have grown so rapidly in that state ean be made avail- 
ible for profitable rubber production. Relative to the plant- 

i! of these trees and their growth Mr. J. E. Ingraham, 

president of tl Model Land Company, of St. Augustine, 
ite 

“Some time along in the nineties, I don’t remember the 

exact date, the title to the Perrine Grant, a tract of 23,000 

odd aere ter miles south of Miami on the Biscayne 

Ba ettled and title secured. The Perrine Grant Land 

Compa vas organized upon same, and Mr. Flagler held 
ittle over ha nterest One of the conditions of the set- 

tlement was that tropical trees of value should be planted, 
among others, true rubber and sisal hemp 

‘The writer in carrying out the terms of the settlement 

made every inquiry possible to seeure true rubber and was 

advised that Mr 

Gia 2 could POSS bhi secure TO! 

the great nurseryman of Augusta, 
us rubber trees, or plants of the 

rubber making variety ] corresponded with Mr. Burk- 

secured a very considerable number of young trees 
which we seattered the Perrine Grant among the 

different and many of the trees have grown and 
prospered mightily.” 

Burkman, 

truc 
man and 

about on 

settlers, 

In sending the photographs Mr. Ingraham states that 
these trees are of the Ficus elastica variety and that “rubber 
grows quickly and luxuriantly in Dade County, wild rubber 
grows there known as the wild fig, and it is well worth while 

in these davs ot great demand for rubber production for a 

careful see if it cannot become 
an industry of importance to that territory.’ 

investigation to be made to 

From 7 Wanufact ! Balt 

Klorida as a Rubber Growing State 

Vanufacturers Record of last March announcement 
made that the possibilities for rubber production in 

Florida would be investigated by the United States Depart- 

ment of Agriculture. At that time P. L. Palmerton, Chief 
of the Rubber Division of the Department of Commeree, 
s‘ated that the investigation would come under the jurisdiction 

of the Department of Agriculture with the expectation that 
extended scientific investigations would be made _ looking 
toward the adaptability of the various areas in the United 
States for the production of rubber on a commercial basis. 

In the 

Was 

Only a week or two previous to that announcement the 
editor of the Manufacturers Record in issue of March 15 said: 

“While the Government investigate the 
possibilities of rubber growing in the Philippine Islands and 
elsewhere, especial attention should be given to Florida to see 
if rubber growing on a commercial seale is feasible in that 
state. Rubber trees are very abundant in Florida yards. 
They grow with great rapidity. As far north as Daytona 
they seem to be very rarely hurt by frost, especially if they 
get a good start. 

“The writer has two rubber trees in his Daytona yards 
which for the last two or three years, have been growing so 
amazingly as to indicate that it is well worth investigation as 
to whether Florida can be made a rubber producing state on 
a large seale. 

“There are some parts of Florida free from any danger of 
frost and the growing season is practically twelve months of 
the year. All vegetation grows rapidly in that state. There 
is probably no other state in the country offering such oppor- 
tunities for testing our rubber production. 

“The use of rubber for automobile tires and other purposes 
is expanding rapidly, and every possible effort should be made 
to protect ourselves, for safety in time of war, as well as for 
profit in time of peace. We should not permit ourselves to 
depend upon imported rubber, even from our own islands, 
such as the Philippines, if by any possibility we can produce 
rubber at home.” 

is proposing to 

View of Root System of Tree on E. C. Mills Property, Between Perrine and Cutler 
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Showing the Curious Growth of the Shoots Near the Trunk and the Way the Branches Spread on the Rubber Tree Grown on 

the Fowler Property 

on Property of Thomas Mitchell—Covered by Foliage of Three Rubber Trees 



Some New Uses of Rubber Latex 

\ Resume of the Latest Developments in the Use 

of Rubber Latex to Replace Many Articles Now 

Made of Other Materials — Future Looks Bright 

By G. I. Ramsig 

VT UREEEEERERERETERDEEO EERE EDEETERERERDEDER FEET ET USERERT ERE ESTEREOEEERDGRDERESOEREROSTS OSE EESUEEEEDOSSEOOREDESREEREROSESOTOTT COREEOR ESSER SOSSR TET EOSOERSESEEEDERESOTERORTOCE TESS SECEODEOTSOR ECCS OR SORES SSTTS REET ORE RS ERR EREFEDEEe Ree eEeEEREHeeceRReTeT 

FOR USERS AND SELLERS OF RUBBER 

the manufacturer and the rubber 

Here is a very timely story dealing with an article 

which is confidently expected to change the 

character of the rubber industry and greatly 
broaden its scope in the next few vears 

: rubber latex. 

The rubber industry has always been keen to 

take advantage of possible future developments 

and the present opportunity is no exception. 

There are hundreds, possibly thousands cf 

articles which are now made of wood. metal. 

glass, paper and fibre which will be made in 

different forms by the use of rubber latex. The 

’ 
pPOROOEEORTEEREREREERELEREEREREOEECORERE FREER CETECCERESCECORECOREREREROEEREEEE SOOTHES EREERSEEEEECRREREREREOSECURERETEREE EEE OREREEREREECCCETRCENCOCRCEERERSCCEEDOEEE ROR EEODCOROREROCECEOCOCEOSOCROCRECOECTELERRCESERSEECRECERE CRE CECERECORERSCBSEREtaneeatE 

; UBBER i< to sta} It has become m th 

short time that it has been on the market in this country, 

+ 
an important art e of mport and the indications are 

that the futur will e rubber companies and other indu 

tres importing this commodity in ever-increas ng quantities. 

he effect this w have on the rubber industry as a whole 

ean only be conjectured at the present time, but certain it 

that it ean in no wav be injurious to it. If the uses oi 

rubbe r latex increase To really large proport ons the re 1s ot 

course the possil'lit that rubber will become scarce and 
that the price wi rise, but then again the supply can be 

replenished in a few ears by planting additional rubber 

trees The interesting part of the whole matter 18 that in 

the nort pire Lnat Lex has been transported LnLoO 

country, the techme ot it hipment and preservation du 

shipment have beet »D tly solved without any difficul 
and i ; now po ie to import the rubber milk in any 

quantaty and in y form, in five gallon can, drums and 

in bulk 
It is the belief of the riter that the great Tutu ) 

rubber latex li n me part on its use in other industi 

heside Lo rup r lust . n manutacturing prox ~ 

vhich are tot \ nlike ¢ rubbea process. This s or 

meant to imply that t field for rubber latex is to be found 

only in the paper lustr These papers and reports which 

have app red on tms ibject both pro and con, have 

dealt with the advantage to be rained trom using rubbe r 

latex in papel making, and it is not at all sure as yet whe ther 

there are any real benefits to be derived from it and ( 

whether these will more than counterbalance the added cost 

ineurred by the use of the latex. 

New Uses of Latex Based on Inherent Properties 

} 

The new uses of rubber latex, which have been suggested 

by rubber technologists, are dependant on a utilization of 

the peculiar, inherent property of rubber latex, which en- 
a binding agent to hold together finely 

There are a great many 
ables it to act as é 

pulverized particles in a firm union. 

dealer or broker. 

products will be cheaper and better and the 

rubber industry will profit by the addition of 

these additional products. 

THE RUBBER 
movement in every way and with this idea in 
mind the Editor assigned to the euthor the 
subject of the latest uses and the possible future 
of the uses of latex. That he has succeeded 

can be ezsily seen from the article and the 
abstract of uses listed on the next page. Read 
it carefully and you'll agree with us that the 
possibilities cf this magic milk are indeed great. 

AGE is desirous cf aiding this 

PeCERERECEREERCEREERCERERRCOREEOCOREROCOREERCORERRCERERRCEREOEORERCERCCRCERRGRCERCERCEGRERCCERCECERTORCEREE REE 

different articles on the market which are made from waste 

materials. The latter must generally first be reduced to the 
state of a fine powder and then this powder is mixed with 
various other fillers and coloring agents and the whole com- 

pressed in molds and made into a solid mass with the aid 
of a binding agent. 

It is evident that the binding agent must be a liquid which 

can be thoroughly mixed with the solid particles, so that at 
least the exterior of each of the particles is covered with 
a thin film of the liquid. Then during the course of the 
setting of the mass, the liquid must be converted into a 
solid substance, so that each particle in the mixture is held 
fast to the next by a solid substance which was formerly a 
mere film covering the surface of the particle. It is clear 
that the properties and mechanical strength as well as work- 

the mass are dependant on the character of the abihty of 

binding agent. If this agent gives a firm, tough film, then 

the solid mass will possess considerable strength. If not, 

it will be comparatively weak. 

Use of Oils and Comparison with Rubber Latex 

Various drying oils, such aslinseed oil, soya bean oil, tung 

oi! and other lesser known products, are usually used in 
forming the bond between the solid particles. Thus oil 
cloth or linoleum, which is in many cases made from cork 
dust or ground bark or sawdust and other waste materials, 
is given its firm hard, strong structure by the incorporation 

of drying oils, which, when oxidized with or without arti- 
ficial acceleration, yield a tough, elastic film which binds to- 
eether the various ingredients of the mixture into a solid 

mass. 
However, the linseed oil film, and in fact the films of 

other drying oils are not extremely strong and a good deal 
of the strength of the products made with their aid is due 
to the strong compression to which the ground materials are 
subjected in the manufacturing process. The rubber film 
is known to be very strong, elastic, durable and resistant 
to all sorts of weather influences as well as friction and 

ne 
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mechanical wear and tear. Especially in the form of hard 
rubber is this the case. Rubber latex is a solution of rub- 
ber and other resinous products in water and hence the 
mixing of this liquid with solid particles does not offer any 
greater difficulty, if indeed as much difficulty, as the use 
of linseed oil or other drying oils. It has been found pos- 
sible to coagulate the rubber latex by the mere application 
of pressure with or without partial or entire neutralization 
of the ammonia, which commercial rubber latex contains to 
prevent coagulation. 

Coagulation of the rubber contained in the rubber latex 
produces a sticky substance, which when dispersed through 
a mass of solid particles serves to hold them together in a 
plastic state. Now by simple drying of the mass a strong 
solid substance is obtained, but when vulcanizing agents and 
accelerators are also incorporated with the mixture, then, 
when the temperature is raised high enough, the rubber 
vuleanizes to the state of hard rubber. Under these con- 
ditions a solid mass is obtained which possesses really great 
strength. 

There is really no comparison to be made between the 
mass obtained in a similar manner with the aid of linseed 
oil and other drying oils and this product obtained with 
the aid of rubber latex. The latter is considerably strong- 
er, more resistant to wear and tear and easily machined or 
worked up into any shape or form. The feature of this 
process, which is particularly advantageous, is that it is 
possible to mold the rubber latex mixture in any form what- 
ever and obtain a perfectly finished product, which can be 
colored or treated in various ways. 

Rubber Latex as a Binding Agent in Comparison with 
Rubber Solutions 

Rubber cement is a well-known product and is useful for 
many purposes. Rubber cement is a true solution of rub- 
ber in a solvent and the binding powers of rubber cement 

are due to the fact that a sticky mass; of rubber remains 
after the solvent has been evaporated. On the other hand 
rubber latex is a colloidal solution. The particles of rub- 
ber were held in dispersion in an aqueous medium. The 
adhesive or binding proper- 
ties of this substance are due 
to the precipitation of the 
colloid, rubber, by various 

means. 

An analysis of the binding 
action of rubber latex will 
show that it is made up of 

several distinctive stages. At 
first the precipitation of the 
rubber colloid gives a_ gel, 
which is distributed through- 
out the mass. This gel pos- 
sesses inherent adhesive pow- 
ers of its own, although these 
are not very great. But after 
a while the water evaporates 
and the gel aequires consid- 
erable mechanical strength. 
It is therefore evident that 

rubber latex is a cement or 
binding agent whose adhesive 

powers are brought into ae- 
tion by means of coagulation, 
a chemical reaction. The re- 
action is irreversible. That 
is the rubber cannot again be 
dissolved to give a_ latex, 
which is just the opposite 

with ordinary rubber cement. 
In the latter it is always pos- 
sible to redissolve the rubber, 

provided vulcanization has 
not taken place. 

Economy of Rubber Latex 
Thus rubber cement and 

rubber latex are two very 

(e 

on paper, etc. 

vl . 

6. For conserving and 

_ 

lead and linseed oil. 

woods in the form 

process. 
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Possible Uses of Rubber Latex 

1. As a cement binder in linoleums, oil cloth, com- 
position flooring, wall boards, etc. 

2. As a cement or adhesive, 
(a) For gluing together materials which absorb water 

as wood, paper, textiles, leather, etc. 
(b) For joining metals and glass where an aqueous 

solution is required. 
(c) For joining pieces of mica to each other. 
(d) For joining together pieces of wood as cbhony 

which usually get a preparatory treatment of 
caustic soda when ordinary adhesives are used. 
For gluing articles which require a waterproofing 
cement as paper on metal, wood on glass, paper 

(f) For gluing together such articles as waxed cloth 
and wood, celluloid pieces, etc. 

3. As a putty for making tight and waterproof joints 
between the window pane and the frame. 

4. For mixing with paper pulp to replace a number of 
wooden articles as toilet seats, handles, ete. 
For treating the stuffing in mattresses and upho!stered 
furniture, (hair, grasses, straw) to increase elasticity, 
and sanitary properties and to remove all chances 
of deterioration by moths and insects. 

waterproofing of building 
materials such as sandstone, gypsum, concrete and 
plaster by making a waterproofing paint. 
For rubber stoppers and composition corks. 

8. For making watertight pipe joints in place of red 

9. For impregnating wood to protect against moisture, 
animal and vegetable agents, etc. Hard and soft 

of railroad ties, furniture, 
packing cases, violins, etc. can all be treated by this 
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in fundamental properties. The cost of rubber cement is al- 
ways greater than that of rubber latex due to the fact that 
an organic solvent must be used to dissolve the rubber in the 
ease of the cement. The solvent is generally rather expensive 
and makes the cost of the cement considerably higher than 
that of rubber latex. Then it has been found that the adhesive 
or binding capacity of the rubber, which is precipitated by the 
coagulation of the rubber latex, is considerably greater than 
that of the rubber which is left after the solvent evaporates 
from the rubber cement. The original “nerve” of the rubber is 
retained in the latex cement, but, as those who make and use 
rubber cement know, it is partially lost when rubber is dis- 
solved in organic solvents. The re-precipitated rubber does 
not possess the strength of the original substance, which is a 
disadvantage for certain purposes. 

Furthermore, rubber latex is a perfect water-res'stant 
cement and it can be used as an adhesive much in the same 
way in which ordinary glue is employed. Hence rubber 
latex is particularly well suited for gluing together materials 
which absorb water, such as wood, leather, paper, textiles, 
ete. In comparison with other adhesive preparations it pos 
sesses a distinct advantage in its rapidity of setting. A 
joint made with glue or geletine takes about twenty four 
hours to set, while one made with an alcoholic rosin solution 
requires from two to three days; similarly oil cements require 
weeks to set. Rubber latex, on the other hand, will set in 
four hours at the utmost. 

Rubber Latex Being an Aqueous Solution Wets Many 
Substances 

Rubber latex is an aqueous solution and hence it will wet 
those substances that water itself will wet. Then again it 
wets glass and metals and can be used to form a joint be- 
tween the two. It can also be used with good results to 
cement together pieces of mica, a very difficult thing to 

do with the cements that are commonly used at the present 
time. 

Rubber latex cement is ready for use at any time. It does 
not have to be heated up each time that it is used, as do glue 
and other adhesive preparations. The elimination of the 

heating not only saves time 
: but it produces a very strong 

cemented joint, for it is 

known that continued heating 
of glue destroys its adhesive 
power. On the other hand 
rubber latex is a waterproo! 

cement, because the rubber 

that is precipitated and that 
acts as the binding agent 
possesses inherent water 

proofing properties. This is 
again an important advan 
tage over the _ prepared 

waterprooted glues, which 
contain chemicals, such as 
alum, formaldehyde, potas 
sium dichromate, ete, 

Experiments have been 
carried out with rubber latex 
in gluing together ebony and 

other similar woods, which 

have to be given a prepara- 
tory treatment with caustic 
soda before being glued with 

ordinary adhesives. This is 
not necessary when rubber 

latex is used. 
While rubber latex can be 

used alone for these various 
purposes, nevertheless it is a 
very simple matter to mix it 
with other aqueous solutions 
of adhesives and in this way 
make a cement which is lower 
in cost than rubber latex and 
only slightly more expensive 
than the regular glue and 

gelatin preparations, while PIP irri ilii iii ili tiaii iii iii iit ii titi iti ti titty IILEPEELILIL Ltt isitiiiiiiiiiiiiiyy 

1 yigeaas 

different products, differing 
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power and other advan possessing much greater adhesive 

tageous properti Thus, glue solutions and solutions of 

water glass may be mixed with rubber latex. In every case a 

waterproofed cement obtained Cements of this character 

have been prepared experimentally and used with success for 

various purposes ‘hey are useful for fastening labels to 

metal objects, tu plate boxes; ete. for gluing together wood 

and glass, wood and brass, brushes into wooden handles and 

holders as well as in metallie handles, for gluing paper to 

paper. They have also been used as cements in making wooden 

vessels for holding water and other liquids, for waterproofing 

the staves in barrels, for fastening the maps to a cardboard or 

wood undersurface and for waterproofing the maps atter 

they are made. Rubber latex adhesives can also be used 
to good advantage in fastening waxed cloth to wood and in 

the manufacture of writing desks and tablets for gluing 

the cloth to the wooden undersurface. Celluloid can be made 

to adhere to celluloid and to metal and glass by means of 
these adhesives. Finally they may be employed in making 
aquariums, in healing wounds in trees and for all other pur- 
poses for which a waterproof adhesive is required. 

Rubber Latex Cement as a Substitute for Putty 

Window glass is fastened in the frames by means of putty 
which is a mixture of boiled linseed oil and whiting. Putty 

soon hardens and a slightest knock against the frame or the 

pane of glass often causes the putty to fall out. While 
this particular field is rather limited and would not consume 
any very considerable amount of rubber latex, nevertheless 

it 1s interesting in that the substitution of rubber latex for 
the linseed oil gives a product which is greatly superior to 
the regular putty and which removes all the disadvantages 
that are possessed by the latter. Very little latex cement 
or latex putty need be used to firmly fasten the window 
pane in the frame. If possible, it is advisable to lay the 
frame flat on a table or other horizontal support and to 
putty the window in this way, so that the cement does not 
run down the glass. It only takes about half an hour for 
the specially prepared rubber latex cement to dry. The 
pane of glass is thus firmly fastened to the frame. The 
rubber latex cement does not fall off and furthermore it 

} ? makes a perfectly tight and waterproof joint between the 
glass and wood of the frame. 

Composition Products with Rubber Latex 

The composition materials industry is extensive. There 

are many products which are made from ground materials 
by incorporating them with binding agents and then sub 

jecting them to pressure and heat. Linoleum and oil cloth 

are made in this manner; composition flooring and build 
ing materials are also manufactured in similar ways. There 
are plenty of cheap waste products that can be used in th 
manufacture. The main cost of manufacturing these pro- 
ducts lies in the binding agent and in the labor of time 

consumed in thx proce 

In the manufacture ol! mechanical wood pulp the logs or 

woods, before being ground, are barked, that is the bark is 
removed. Ih mi il is wet and possesses little fuel value, 

although it is burnt to some extent under the st am boilers 

hat have no other way of getting rid of 

a Vv ‘TS 

in those pulp mulls t 
it It is possible to secure this raw material at 
nominal cost. It would make an ideal substance for man- 

+] ufacture into building board, floor coverings and other com 

position products with the aid of rubber latex. The technical 
details of the process will not offer any difficulty. Sulphur 
and accelerator may or may not be mixed with the latex, 
according to the results that are desired. It is possible to 

make a mixture of rubber latex, ground bark, fillers such 

as clay and perhaps some pigment coloring matter so that 
by mere pressure the rubber latex, dispersed throughout the 
mass, coagulates and holds the same in a firm union. The 
molded product is then dried It is surprising how strong 

an article can be made in this way and if vulcanization is 

carried out, it is of course possible to materially increase 
the mechanical strength besides conferring other advantag- 

eous properties on it. 

Rubber Latex and Paper Pulp 

Rubber latex ean also be used to good advantage in mix- 
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ture with paper pulp to mold articles which cannot be cut 
from wood or other material. A good, homely example is 
the toilet seat. When made from jointed wood it does not 
last long. Many seats are made from wood pulp but by 
methods which are rather crude and costly, due to the fact 
that it has been difficult up to the present time to find a 
suitable binding agent for this purpose. In one process rosin is 
used, which causes the seat to swell and to require sand- 
papering down to size. Experiments have been made with 
the substitution of rubber latex for rosin. 

The paper pulp was beaten up thoroughly in a little water 
and mixed with a suitable amount of clay. This proportion 
can vary widely according to the effects that it is desired to 
produce in the finished product. Then rubber latex was 
added to the mixture. The proportion of rubber latex also 
varies to a considerable extent, the more of it used, the 
stronger the product. However it is possible to get good 
results by using as little as ten per cent latex. Before being 
added to the clay-pulp mixture, the latex may or may not 
be partially neutralized by the addition of alum. Rubber 
latex contains ammonia, which prevents its coagulation and 
hence it is generally necessary to remove the ammonia before 
the rubber resins can be thrown out of their colloidal sus- 

pension in the latex. However it has been held that the ad- 
dition of alum or sulphate of alumina has an injurious effect 
on the rubber. 

No alum need be added, but the latex may be directly 
mixed with the clay and pulp. The mixture is then slushed 
into molds. Pressure is applied which removes the water 
and then the pasty mass is subjected to further pressure 
which causes a precipitation of the rubber colloid. The 
article comes out of the mold perfectly shaped and ready 
to be dried. The drying serves to unite the particles of 
pulp, ete., into a still firmer union and if sulphur and ac- 
celerators are present the rubber is also vulcanized. It was 
very surprising to see what strength there was in a piece ot 

composition material made from wood pulp and rubber 
latex. The material was so tough that it was broken only 
with extreme difficulty by a cold chisel and hammer. 

Many other ideas for the use of rubber latex as a binding 
agent in making composition materials suggest themselves. 
But at the present time these are without experimental or 
practical substantiation. Thus it might be possible for rubber 
latex to effect an important improvement in the artificial 
stone industry. It might be used as a binding agent in the 

making of such stone. There would be no difficulty about its 

coloring nor the mechanical resistance of the product made 
with its aid. It would be necessary in this case to add sul- 
phur and accelerator in order to vuleanize the mass into hard 

rubber. 

Elastic Mattress and Upholstering Materials 

A number of materials are used in the manutacture of 
mattresses and upholstered furniture. Grasses of various 
sorts, straw, hay, wood meal, sawdust, cotton wool, hair ot 

various kinds, feathers, ete. are all used for these purposes. 
Some of these materials of animal origin are attacked by 

Practically all of them lose whatever little 
Further- 

moth larvae. 
elasticity they originally possess after short usage. 
more’ certain of these materials are really unsanitary, tor 

they are too dense to allow air to pass through their mass 

and effect its cleansing action. 

According to Rudolph Ditmar, the inventor of the pro- 
cess, these difficulties are all cireumvented when the stuffings 
are first given a treatment with rubber latex The straw or 
cotton wool or hair is loosened up so that all entanglements 
and knots are removed and then it is dipped in a solution 
of rubber latex and spread on wire netting to allow the 
excess solution to drip off. It is also possible to spray the 
latex on the material by using suitable spraying devices. 
Atter the material has dried, it is covered with a homogeneous 

film of rubber. The rubber can then be vulcanized in the 

cold by anyone of the known processes, using either a solu- 
tion of sulphur chloride or the vapors of the same. When 
sulphur, preferably in the colloidal condition is first mixed with 
rubber latex before it is used in the process, then the vulean- 

ization may be carried out at an elevated temperature in 

drying ovens and other similar apparatus. 

7 be ywcluded in our neat issue 
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Sulzin—Its Properties and Uses 

This New Mineral Accelerator Is Claimed 

to Have Many Advantages In Compounding 

T is generally known and acknowledged that the use of 
accelerators in vulcanization endows the mass with cer- 
tain properties and gives the vulcanization process certain 

\dvantages. Among the latter may be mentioned, the diminu- 
tion in the time of the vuleanization, and consequently 

reduction in the expense of manufacture and increase in the 
production, improvement in the physical properties of the 
finished rubber articles, reduction in the efflorescence of sul- 
phur, improvement in the quality of the vulcanization and 
finally inerease in the life of the vulcanized rubber. 

However, the accelerators themselves, and this refers par- 

ticularly to the organic accelerators, possess in themselves 
certain disadvantageous properties which undoubtedly detract 
from the advantages that are gained by their use in the vul- 
anization These disadvantages are partially con- 
cerned with the behaviour of the accelerators during the 
vulcanization and partially with certain inherent 
characteristics which detract from their use in any manufac- 
turing process. There is first of all the poisonous character 
of most of these organie accelerators, which endangers the 
health of the workers, who handle them, unless proper pre- 
eaut‘ons are taken. Then there is the tendency of rubber 
mixtures, which contain these organie accelerators, to vul- 
canize at too low a temperature. Thus for example it often 
happens that the rubber is vuleanized during the mixing 
process, the friction between the rubber and the mixing rolls 

heing great enough to develop sufficient heat to cause the 

process. 

process 

rubber to vuleanize. 
Then again there is the impossibility of reworking non- 

vulcanized mixtures, the coloration of the finished product, 
the difficulties that arise in securing a uniform distribution 
of the accelerator throughout the rubber mass, the tendency 
of the accelerators to continue their action after the vuleani- 
zation is finished, the lack of uniformity in the vulcanized 
art'cles, due to the difficulty of controlling the process, the 

inconvenience of having the finished article possess an odor 
derived from the accelerators or the products into which they 

are decomposed during the vulcanization process, the defi- 
cieney of the results obtained when working in the presence 
of certain pigments, such as the sulphide of antimony, litharge, 
oxide of iron, the difficulty experienced in molding the rubber, 
and the high price of the accelerator itself. 

The new accelerator, with which this article treats and which 
is described in Le Caoutchouc et la Gutta-percha, is of mineral 

origin and has been placed on the market under the name of 
It is claimed that this new accelerator does not possess 

any of the disadvantages of the old. The following may be 
specially pointed out among its advantages : First of all it 
is of mineral origin, which permits it to be handled and treated 
in making the rubber mixture just in the same way as any 
mineral filler would be treated. Then it is said to possess an 
accelerating potency which is equal to that possessed by any 
of the common organic accelerators. 

Then again the temperature, at which it acts, that is the 
temperature at which it exerts its accelerating effect on the 
rubber vulcanization, is the temperature at which vulcaniza- 
tion ordinarily takes place under normal conditions. It has 
no bad action on the aging of the rubber, and it does not 
possess an odor and hence the rubber articles that are manu- 
factured from rubber compositions, of which it is an ingre- 
dient, do not possess a bad odor either due to the compound 
itself or the préduets into which it may be decomposed. It is 
absolutely non-poisonous. It is claimed to increase both the 
mechanical strength and abrasive resistance of the rubber 
articles made with its aid. Its action is both uniform and 
easy to control. It ean be used in rubber compositions which 
contain free sulphur, lithopone, oxide of iron and other sim- 
ilar pigments and fillers. The accelerator comes in the form 
of a fine white powder which is easily handled. It has no 
action on the color of the rubber product and can be used in 
vuleanizing rubber solutions in the absence of sulphur, pro- 
vided there is sufficient sulphur present in the combined form 
in the state of sulphide of antimony. 

The use of the new mineral accelerator does not require any 
special precautions. It is advisable to reduce the sulphur in 
the rubber mixture about 25 per cent and to add oxide of 
zine. 

The following results were obtained with mixtures given 
below: 

sulzin. 

MIXTURE NO. 1. NO. 2. NO. 3 
Rubber ° . . e- » OT 57 57 

Oxide of zin« Sheede . ; ieee 40 10 40 

Sulphur maa : ee hanna a 3 3 

Sulzin ‘ Terre rere Tee 0 1 3 

Vulcanization of 60 pounds pressure in minutes .. . 66 25 18 

Breaking strength in pounds .. rere ce .50 82 92 

It is evident that the addition of sulzin not only reduces 
the time of vulcanization but also materially increases the 
strength of the finished rubber article. 

What Use do You Make of Costs ? 
Of three uses to which cost figures can be put, most com 

cerns use only one and that one the most obvious. They 

use it as a basis for setting a selling price in normal times. 

When business falls off in a depression they commonly 
either throw the whole system overboard in the effort to cut 
expenses, or they utterly ignore the figures. 

Now anyone knows that it is better in an emergency to sell 

at a price which although below cost, will keep the plant 
going and bring back part of the unavoidable overhead. 
rather than to shut down and lose all of the overhead. But 
without figures which show all of the items of cost accurately, 
there is the danger that a price may be set so low that the 
losses will be greater than if the plant were shut down. Noth- 
ing is gained unless the cut price brings back the cost of 
labor and material and a certain part of the overhead ex- 
pense. 

Properly developed costs show just where that point 1s. 
The other seldom used feature of a cost system is its ability 

By William R. Basset, President, Miller, Franklin, Basset & Co., Inc 

to show where costs of operation can be cut—where, in other 
words, the efficiency of the plant can be increased. The cost 
system is the most effective indicator of where betterments 
can be made. 

In one mill a new cost system showed that the usage of 

dying and bleaching materials per yard of goods fluctuated 
widely from month to month. This led to a study of the 
methods, which showed that the solutions were not based 

upon scientific formulas but upon the guess work of a none 

too skillful foreman. Standards were set for all solutions 
with the result that the usage of dying and bleaching ma- 
terials was cut about $18,000 a year. 

In a machine shop a sudden rise in the use of lubricating 
oil for automatic machines was shown by the cost system. 
It came out that an inferior quality of light oil was being 
bought by the purchasing agent. This oil, under pressure, 
went through the machines so fast, that not only was the 
monthly cost for oil higher, but the lubrication was insuffi- 
cient and had the practice not been stopped, a hundred 
thousand dollars worth of machines would have been badly 
damaged. 
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Importance of Costing to the Rubber Industry | 

Provides Check on Materials, Labor, Production and Loss— No Need | 

For Elaborate Method at Start But System Must Be Complete 

By Claude A. Fryer* 
' 

HE primary object of a costing system being to ascertain we have also been able by analysis to arrive at the actual 

the actual cost of production the question arises: “Why overhead expense to be earried by each department—the fig 

go to all the trouble and expense of keeping an elab- ures (which of course, are purely hypothetical) being as 

orate system of al s of the lines indicated when the follows: 
mraeti nanny etnre owe aethy what Ie ~-— A 7 tT . 
practical ma r ki OX: y what his raw material Overhead Expense 
costs him, what rates of wages he pays, and has moreover a Percentage Expense on 
very Tair dea ot nat i overhead ey penses al iount to, and Productive Overhead of Expense Basis of all Differ 

on his pri otic le re edeoe en} fort n estimate of his costs Labor Expense to Labor round Percenage. ence 
I i ‘ ‘ . Department 1 10.000 25,000 1250% 10,000 minus 15,00 

ot produc ion, Whiel quite near enouch Tor him to conduet ) 20.000 20.000 100” 20.000 

his business suece 40,000 10,000 25% 40,000 plus 30,00 
‘ 50.000 £5,000 1500% 30.000 minus 15.00% 

The answer to tl Hyect ean best be stated in the torn 

of four specific enquiries, which, in the absence of a costing 100,009 100,000 I 

system can only be answered by either a direct or a qualified Cr 
‘ e { 100% 

necative 

(1) Does your method « estimated costs of raw materials Secondly presume we have one job just completed on which 

ensure that all the materials bought have actually gone into Raw material cost £160 and on which our wages analysis 
production brings out the wages operation costs as: 

(” Doe it provide for the actual losses of material in Dept. 1 £1 Dept. 2 £30 Dept. 3 £24 Dept. 4 £40 

ron sotn utfacture or bv reason of theft or 1 rlig ? , 1" . 

(3 I) ) e tl | | y ae ; We can now compare the results obtained from Total 
>) es It ensure that the wages yo f as : ; , . : \ rage Reers ance : ght oll x iis Nee uctive ¢110. our rough estimate over the costing system respectiv 

wages are all accounted for in th yrroduction with due pro- ‘ 
+ eve ' =e ” na cue pre ly and it wil be found that these come out thus: 

vision itor idle time, ete : 

(4) Does it distribute the overhead expense on to the pro- Estimated Costing 
i Basis System 

duction in correct proportion according to the manufacturing Raw Materia 100 10 
operations Lal Expense Labor Expense 

Dept. 1 1¢ 16 250% = 40 
Speaking in broad terms, the an wers to these questions will ” (0 100% 30 

he found to be n the negat ( it S possible that In some } t 24 % 4 
. ‘ 4 ) Ve 1 

eases they mav be qualified to a certain extent; for instance, : 40 1 f, 60 

losses of material may be provided for by estimated per- 110 100% 110 = 220 11 136 24¢ 

centages, and a vste! of check on wa res already in ftoree Total Cost 320 S4t 

may ensure you rainst paving wage vhich do not go into 

production; but I cannot conceive that any method of es So that there is a difference of £26 or nearly 10% between 

mating costs in the manner I have suggested can warrant the two bases. In actual practice this error may arise eithet 

an unqualified affirmative in reply to my questions, and unless way according to the figures, but the principle, or rather error 

‘t enn co co 1 fail to see how it ean claim to brine out even ot principle, which gives rise to it is to be found in the fact 

approximately true « of productior that the estimate does not allow for the variation in labor em- 

Qt these tour questiol I should sh to direct part ular ployed as between one department and another, or in overhead 

attention to that vineh 1 ite to overhead « cpense, although expense Ci rried by one department and another. 

I shall have to refer to this question again later on. I should The figures | have given are purely hypothecal, but you will 

like to pause at this point.in order to expose very briefly the no doubt accept their evidence and at once perceive how the | 

fallaev which underlies the treatment of this item in rough disparity comes about. 
cost estimates of the kind I have mentioned, asking you at the . . 

‘ ' Check on Labor and Materials 
same time to bear in mind that overhead expense is of equa 

degree of importance ith the two other components of cost, OF the secondary results obtainable from a system of cost 

namely, labor and materials, and at the same time presents counts | have placed first in order the automatie check which 
much greater difficulty of correct allocation it provides in accounting in one way or another in the costs L ; ' 

The half-sheet of notepaper system will deal with overhead of production for all labor and materials charged through the 
financial accounts. 

Taking labor first this check is automatically provided for 
by means of a weekly reconciliation between the wages actu- | 
ally paid through the financial accounts with the weekly costs 
analysis, which is made up firstly on the broad lines of pro- 

t on these lines. It will arrive at an aggre expense somewv his 

gate amount of expense, say, on the basis of the previous 

year’s accounts, and by comparing this with the aggregate 
productive labor for the same year will arrive at a certain 
percentage, and then in working out the estimated costs of . ' 

production it will add that pe reentage to the amount already du tive al d non-productive labor, and again & closer detail 

set down for productive labor and will then purport to have by the sub division ol productive labor into operation costs 
It is and non-productive labor according to the nature of the duties 

performed. This analysis, therefore, informs you precisely 
where the money spent on wages has gone to in the production. 
It also provides a check on the labor efficiency of the factory 

through the records which it furnishes of idle time and de- 

In the first place, presume we have four departments to fective work. Especially as regards id'e time some is, of 

deal with, and that in addition to having found the percentage COUTSe, unavoidable, but I do not think that the real cost ol 
this item is as a general rule fully appreciated or the im- 

brought out the correct or approximately correct costs. 
little difficult to explain the underlying error in principle 

of this method without recourse to figures, but I think it is 

of sufficient importance to justify me in asking you to follow 

me through a simple illustration in figures. 

of aggregate overhead expense to aggregate production labor, 
portance of having a proper check upon it. 

*Abstract of paper read by Claude A. Fryer, A.C.A,, before meeting Similarly : - ‘ od ” -_ awe 4 ~ 2 dl arly W es o materia! S necessary cost- 
by the Institution of the Rubber Industry at the Midland Hotel, London, . milarly with r gard to materials it 1 peers Ace 
en Nov. 19, 1923 ing system to account for the total amount of materials bought 
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and the purpose for which they have been used. The medium 
employed is that of properly designed records of all receipts 
and issues into production of materials bought and a check 
is automatically provided by means of testing the balances of 
naterials on hand shown by the stores records against physical 
stocktaking, and a reconciliation is made between the receipts 
entered on the store records and the goods charged for in 
purchases through the financial books. In the same way that 
the wages analysis furnishes a check on idle time and de- 
fective work, so the materials analysis—which is kept in 
quantities as well as value—provides a check upon a factor 
which is of particular importance in rubber manufacture, 
namely, the loss in weight arising in the various processes of 
manufacture. 

Losses or Defects in Manufacture 

I have already indicated that losses or defects in manufac- 
ture—which come next in order as a secondary result of 
scientific costing—are brought to light in the automatic check 
on the progress of materials through the factory. I should 
like, however, to deal a little more closely with this particular 
result of scientific costing. 

Information on the subject of losses in weight in process 
of manufacture, to be of practical value, needs to fulfill two 
conditions, firstly, to be available at the closest possible in- 
tervals, and, secondly, to show, in addition to the aggregate 
measure of loss, the actual points where it arises. Both of 

these are met in a costing system as part of the output 
statement which, as I shall show later, may come forward at 
close intervals as close as one week, and these statements being 
in departmental form also bring out clearly the actual propor- 
tion of loss arising in each department or process of manu- 
facture. Arising out of the system of close and detailed 
information as to losses in weight in process, there is the 
further moral effect upon the methods of working in a factory 
in which it is an accepted condition of working that such 
checks are being automatically imposed. 

Reports to Management 

Of the further results of a costing system I have selected 
thirdly for your consideration the value of the data it renders 
available to the management. In a ease with which I am 
acquainted (not, however, in the Rubber Trade) the manage- 
ment is furnished, on or about the 15th of every month, with 
a statement which to all intents and purposes represents a 
balance sheet and profit and loss account, and is backed by 
full reports of the manufacturing operations up to the end of 
the preceding month. At closing periods the adjustment of 
this statement to the final accounts is made under a few 
clearly specified headings which give effect to any broad modi- 
fications of principle, but do not represent corrections in the 
information given in the statement itself except, possibly, 
in regard to discrepancies arising in comparing physical 
stocks with stock on hand according to stock reeords, or the 

precise difference between actual and estimated oncost for the 
year. 

The records embodied in a costing system, therefore, admit 
of and are indeed designed with a view to the periodical ex- 
hibition of returns incorporating the results under various 
headings, these returns in process of time rendering the 
greater advantages of comparisons between one period and 
another. 

As to the nature of the returns so available I can only give 
you a brief summary of those which are of chief importance. 
These are usually on the following lines :— 

(1) The Output Statement.—In the form of one state- 
ment or a series of statements deals with quantities and gives 
you a summary of the effective production of goods in each 
department of manufacture for a given period coinciding 
with the factory production period. 

(2) Wages Costs, presenting in money value the summar- 
ized results of the wages analyses. 

(3) Expense Statements, taking care of the whole analysis 
and distribution to appropriate departments of the factory 
and general expense chargeable to production. 

(4) Cost Reports, derived from the foregoing summaries 
aud bringing together the costs of production over the period, 
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the precise form being determined by the requirements of 
each particular factory. 

Financial Statement, bringing out the financial position at 
the end of the costing period and particularly a sufficiently 
aceurate estimate, for all practical purposes, of the stocks on 
hand, which, in the absence of a costing system, presents the 
principal difficulty in preparing at other than actual stock- 
taking periods a statement of the financial position. 

The period covered by these reports is mainly governed by 
the condition of each particular factory but does not as a rule 
exceed four or eight weeks. 

What Is Involved in Instituting a Costs System 

I have thus far considered what is meant by a costing sys- 
tem and what information it renders available, and my next 
object is to give you some indication as to what the institution 
of a costing system really involves. Once it is instituted it 
is of course capable of elaboration to an extraordinary ex- 
tent, and after being in force for a period of years will yield 
many very useful statistics, but this elaboration can be de- 
rived from a much simpler system to start with, and it is the 
simpler lines to which I propose to draw your attention. 

The starting point must be to work the cost system in its 
early stages apart from the existing books, but maintaining 
from the outset a link with them. Then as soon as the costing 
system itself is in working order, but not necessarily elabor- 
ated to its full extent, it takes the place of the old compar- 
isons, and at that point becomes an integral part of the ac- 
counting system. Proceeding on these lines the system involves 
the keeping of various records in respect of the three elements 
of production, namely, raw material, wages and overhead ex- 
penses, which are not provided for in the financial books, and 
the treatment of each of these may be outlined as follows:— 

(1) Raw Materials—These are controlled by a system of 
stores receipts and issues whereby all goods brought into the 
factory are accounted for, or, in other words, taken on charge 
by the cost office to be accounted for in production. These 
stocks records are, in effect, ledger accounts in respect of each 
item of material, having the receipts side derived from the 
invoices from suppliers and the issues side from a system of 
requisitions for materials made by properly authorized fore- 
men upon the stores department. The accuracy of the ledger 
accounts is tested by a comparison of the balances with phy- 
sical stocktaking and the tracing up of any large diserepancies 
which may be disclosed. The employment of a responsible 
storekeeper is, therefore, essential, and there is very fre- 
quently occasion for making some arrangements in the phy- 
sical location of stores to enable the system of requisitioning 
to be carried out effectively. 

Intermediate stores of goods in process of manutacture are 
also necessary, and it is often found advantageous to set up 
subordinate stores and small ticket offices in various parts 
of the works in order to facilitate the recording of materials 

in their progress through production. 

The basis of the system of control of raw materials is to 
be found in the reconciliation between the amounts taken on 
charge in the costs office and the amounts passed through the 
financial books in respect of invoices for payment. 

The first step is to divide the wages list according 
to the various departments, then according to the operations 
carried out in each department, grouping both under produe- 
tive and non-productive work respectively. Much of. this 
information is in many cases already available in the weekly 
wages list. 

Overhead Expenses 

You will remember that earlier in this paper when dealing 
with the fallacy of the all-round percentage of overhead ex- 
pense to productive labor, I assumed in the illustration I gave 
that the actual overhead expense attributable to each of the 
four departments had been ascertained, but the records which 
provide this information represent the most difficult part of a 
costing system, while the information itself is at the same time 
of chief importance. 

Broadly speaking, the treatment of overhead expense in a 
costing system involves analyses of expenditure which will 
bring out particulars of expense chargeable directly to de- 
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indirect « 
vhich are 

partments and xpense chargeable to departments in 
proportion ived at on scientific bases according 
to the nature of the « pense to be dealt with. In between 

these two mau ectior ol nalvses come the reeords of in 

ternal Service departments vhich themselves carry overhead 

expen e a ell I teria! and Labor, but whose whole ac 

tivilies are absorbed to the eosts of the manufacturing 

department 

So muel hich are involved in instituting 

eostit ter ese must, however, be related to each 

otner ! ete design, and the necessary pre 

liminatl is. OL ¢ irse, to prepare the scheme ot cost accounts 

appropriate to tive } rT LAT tactory to he dealt with. The 

measure ol terat 1 extensions of system involved in 

instituting co ( naturally vary according to the 

weounting te ead n fores In many eases existing 

methods may with comparatively slight alterations provide a 

ubstantial ports the various analyses I have mentioned, 

or ¢ uple, store records and vages analysis In other cases 

may be necessary to build up the whole system from the 

und 

he precise method, therefore, of setting about instituting 

1 costing ti ist depend upon individual circumstances, 
but ! ( t ppreciate the need for having its 

oundat ( | both by means of expert advice 
t} Tr ‘ ter ad etheient eare over its 

Lastly, in « iering what is involved in instituting a 
costing te! there the expense On that point, I can 

only ay that aithe h at first sight this may seem hich and 

! natura pparent 0 vwtore the advar tages are realized, 

there no ¢ nt tever ; to its being re paid many times 

ove! n tine s ( ected b the tuller intormation available 

from a { 

Practical Points to Be Considered 

The foreg 4 have no doubt raised many practical 

questior n your ! ls, d it may perhaps be convenient, 

hefore advan r the iments for and against the necessity 

ot seientinie ¢ t eal th certain of these which seem 

to be « ( ( rest 

Secret Formulae 

Fir [ have no doubt you will consider that the question 
ol protecting secret ormulae demands attention in its rela- 

tion to the can out of the svstem of stores control by 

meal f record ceipts and issues which I have already 
outlined. This ean be done by means of using ciphers, numbers 

or letters to repre the various ingredients and varying 

the ke » these e to time and other methods can 

he contrived CO cumstances to prevent the leakage 

oru yr? ial tt e time achieve what is necessary 

if | ( the costing SVstt m tl rouch é ectually 

the progress trom the factory gates 

to the rehou ch contain the finished products 

All mat eture o doubt provide themselves in thejr 
estimates vith eertau rbitrary pe reentages to eover losses 

in weight in 1 ire for which they claim the evidence 
of experience i ipport of their accuracy, but I do not think 
that estimates « ever really get to the root of the matter; 

the re eC t o deter e not only the measure of loss, 

but the exact points at which it arises in the process of manu 

facture, and the real dvantage is to be informed also as to 

these point it the earliest possible moment. To illustrate my 

point, presume that estimates of the loss in weight tactor 

bring out a re mab curate ficure at a late stage in manu 

facture Che evate | ascertained up to that point does 

not afford clea of the situation, for it may have risen 

in one, two. t ( tages of the manutacture respective 

lv, and } rther that in fact that it has arisen chiefly 

in stage one, the h not diselosed till stage three or four, 
ther hor and overhead expense have been needlessly ex 

pended | t *wo, three or tow 

The « l t throws out the exact loss at each 

stave ot 1 ire, and when it has been in foree for 

sometime renders it possible to institute very close compari- 
sons of the losses arising at each stage, and with this in- 
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formation available it is possible, firstly to concentrate upo. 
minimizing the loss in the actual of 

in which it occurs, and secondly to establish the precise los 
which has to be covered in the cost of production. 

My third supporting argument upon the 

which is accorded to the difficult question ot overhead expens 

system and its relation to the changing condition 

thin 

pre CeSS 

rests 

costing in a 

W his h 

it will 

taking place in manufacturing methods. I 
OL improvement 

reduce labor costs, but th: 

This is, of cours 

tT an engineering sho 

are 

he the general tendeney 
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this involves increased overhead expense. 

agreed that 

acturing processes 1s 

more particularly apparent in the case 

in which, for example, automatic in place of single purpos 

machinery is being adopted, but I think the principle appli 
in a less degree to an industry whieh is so intimatel 

affected by the advance in chemical knowledge as the rubbe 
The manufacturer who is fully cognizant of tl 

of production will ne adopting 

demur to the resulting increase in overhead expenses provid 

hardly 

industry. 
necessity for new methods 

he can satisfy himself that when taken in conjunction wit 
the attendant reduction in labor costs he will on balance m: 

terially reduce his cost of production. 

Lastly, I would draw your attention to what may be d 

seribed as the more indirect consequences of adopting 

1 
thesis. These ay 

is the mor: 

scientifie costing syStem which support m) 

pear to me¢ be twofold. In the first place ther 
effect upon the factory organization in the knowledge throug! 

out the orks that the whole ol the factor) operations, tl 

ethelens ot the workmen, and the expense of working at 

under constant and close supervision through the medium « 

the cost records, and that any orrective method which th 

factory management may trom time to 1 eek to apply ar 
} eked up bv the unanswerable evidence of proved figures 

Second 4 ere is the widening effect on the poliey of th 

management hich is derived from the system of reports 

other statisties which | endeavored ti 
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arising from the institution of a costing system, which, 

they he reduced in to fi 

in mv view of serious import in their effect 

ol 

eannot anv shape or for are 

upon the conduc Tt 

business as a whole. 

Preparation of Rubber Articles with Latex 

Pure rubber articles with thin walls be made by dip- 
ping porous earthenware forms into the latex or by painting 
the latex textile or other materials. The may be 
removed by gentle heat or by the porous earthenware forms 
or by a combination of the two means. Any desired fillings 
may incorporated with the latex, while it is still wet, in 
a colloid mill or by other means. In the case of bulky rub- 

the rubber latex with the fillers incorporated in 
it may be filled into the usual molds or into molds made of 

earthenware. The water may be removed by using 
hygroscopic fillings, such as cement or plaster of Paris, by 
heating, by using pressure, or by a combination of these 
means. Vulcanization can be carried out usual. This 
method of reducing rubber articles simplifies the machinery 
required, results in a saving of all the usual solvents em- 
ployed and preserves the structure of the rubber intact, as 
it ‘s deposited direct from the Latex. (Chemiker Zeitung 

1923, 47, pages 661-63.) 
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Footwear Vulcanization and Heaters 
Three Principal Operations in Manufacture of Boots and 
Shoes — Air Pressure Method Best for Heavy Goods 

By B. W. Elberson 

HE manufacture of boots and shoes may be divided into 

T three principal operations: Preparing stock, cutting 
and making, varnishing and curing. These have about 

equal importance in deciding the wear and durability of the 
goods, but perfect millroom and construction may 

be spoiled or at least their value minimized, by faulty con- 

} processes 

struction. 

Since the days of vulcanizing footwear by 
many improvements have been made, and perhaps no branch 
of rubber manufacturing has been given more study. There 
ure still some little variations in cure which become apparent 
when shoes from different parts of the heater are closely ex- 

furnace heat 

amined. 

There is considerable variation in the construction and 
piping of heater rooms, although apparatus for vulcanizing 
in air pressure (introduced into this country some dozen years 
ago) has become standardized. This consists of a metal shell 
thick enough to make air-tight joints, and a pump for vacuum 
and compression, a pre-heater and condenser which can be 

for circulating the air For heating, inch 
and a half single pipe is customary, this in twelve or fifteen 
lengths to a unit, being bent at the turns to avoid the use of 
elbows. ‘The doors are one of the three or four boltless types, 

steam jacketted or heated by a coil of small pipe. Automatic 

controls are employed for both air-pressure and temperature. 
with two walls, the air space 

They are lined with building 

used while curing. 

Hleater rooms are usually built 

between being about 3 inches. 

and tin, few nails being used as they work out after 
The 

asbestos, 

paper 

a time and larger ones have to be put in their place. 

a thick layer of sawdust, or 
there one or more ventilators. 

brick coated with hard 

with 

and 

sometimes 

root is covered 

and cemented, 

Heater 

ar. 

may be 
rooms are built of 

The rooms are usually 20 feet long (2 feet in 

of total length of cars as the space near doors does not cure 

up), the front and doors being of light iron structure. The 

heater is about 10 feet wide and the same height from well to 

four cars each, giving 1,500- 

for quick 

) 
or 3 excess 

There are two tracks of 

pair capacity ; each end are 
cooling and unloading if the packing room happens to be 

root, 

doors at convenient 

at the rear. 

Heating requirements are about as follows: A number of 
pipe units sufficient for controlling the temperature, which 1s 
gradually raised (over a period of 6 to 7 hours) to 260 F. 

Most wooden heaters have the double pipe System as it gives 

more uniform radiation than the single. This consists of 
two inch pipe capped on one end connecting with two cham- 
bered headers or sows; a 4 inch pipe is used inside, the 

steam passing through this, returning through the large pipe. 

The are built sunken bottom or well, and 
the piping is ahout 30 inches from the first tier of shoes, 

or if nearer, perforated iron plates are used to diffuse the 
heat. There is about two feet overhead space from the soles 
of the top tier of shoes to the roof. As the top of the heater runs 
faster than the bottom many experiments have been made, 
and some methods are in use for overcoming this by drawing 
the air from the top, and passing it in at the bottom, but this 
is not very successful as heated air is very difficult to control, 
having a tendency to go in one direction only—straight up. 

The air pressure method of vulcanization is more suitable 
for heavy goods, boots and tennis (anything worn 

next to the foot), as the sweat and heat make it necessary 
that the parts be well vuleanized together. Trees and lasts 
ean be used two or three times a day as the heats are not over 
3 hours, and for canvas shoes can be considerably less. This 

1 

heaters with a 

shoes, 

id 

is a consideration where expensive aluminum trees and lasts 
are in use. 

Pressure curing was first employed in a large European 
shop some thirty years ago in making heavy over-shoes with 
soles of about 6 mm. This was adopted to prevent porosity 
or blistering. For medium and light weight goods (overshoes) 
the heater room is better adapted than the vuleanizer, and if 
well provided with pipe will be just as economical for heat- 
ing beeause low boiler pressure may be carried. Overshoes 
do not need as solid a vuleanization as goods worn next to 
the foot, except as regards the unicn between friction filling 

very good to prevent bagging or 
The hecls of light goods 

and sole which should be 

stretching out as the sole wears thin. 
vive out first and these would hardly be improved by a vacuum- 
pressure cure. 
When vulcanizing upper blistering usually place. 

This is eaused by friction, the uppers being and 
sticky. In the case of light shoes, if the lasts are used with- 
out warming. blistering is apt to oecur all over the top of 
the Stretched uppers will break at the toe and back 

when dipped, as the varnish eats through. Discoloration, 
galvanizing, or a bluish tint may be caused by a leak in heater 
pipes, or too much litharge in the stock, or both combined. 
Compounding may have considerable to do with uniformity 

takes 

too sott 

she c. 

of cure. Reclaimed rubber, which is sometimes used in large 
proportions has advantages as it is not so sensitive to working 

The cure of stock is easily affeeted 
serap. 

as rubber-mineral batehes. 

variation in milling or in 
lasts are preferred to maple, being of course more 

by a little amounts ol 

Aluminum 
eX] ensive, 

They, however, are cleaner as after a little use wood throws 
that gets into the varnish, while the bottom 

As a comparison between the vulcanizer 

but as a rule do not grade quite as accurately. 

fine dust 

edges break off. 

method of curing and the open heater, the expense will be 
about the same per 1,000-pair, as not only heating but power 

out a 

for air-compressing has to be considered for the former. 

Accelerating Vulcanization of Rubber 
The vulcanization of rubber may be accelerated by mixing 

with it one per cent or more of a compound which is ob- 
tained by the reaction of anhydrous zine sulphate or ead- 
mium sulphate with ammonia. Zine oxide should be also 
added if not present in the rubber batch, or else basic zine 
sulphates containing a large proportion of zine oxide may 
be employed. The zine compound employed has the formula 
ZnSO.5NHs. In an example a mixture of 48 per cent of 
rubber, 49 per cent of fillers and three per cent of sulphur 

is mixed with a mixture of penta-amino zine sulphate and 
zine oxide in equal parts, in the proportion of from one 
to two per cent of the weight of the rubber. This mixture 

may be vulcanized under 50 pounds steam pressure in twenty 
minutes, as compared with ninety minutes without the ac- 
celerator. This process is patented in British Patent No. 

204,902. 

Rubber Coagulated with Hydrofluosilicie Acid 
Using a mixture of rubber 90 parts, sulphur ten parts, 

with or without litharge 50 parts, it is found that rubber 
coagulated with hydrofluosilicie acid, its lead, zine or mag- 
nesium salt, or the bifluoride of sodium, ammonium or pot- 
assium, exhibits normal satisfactory physical characteristics. 
It would, however, be necessary for these substances to 
possess some distinct advantage to justify the displacement 
of acetic acid. Bulletin of the Rubber Growers’ Associa- 
tion, 1923, volume 5, pages 382,-3. 
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Antioxygens on Rubber 
Crude depolymerized rubber is preserved from oxidation by 

the addition of small amounts of antioxygens, such as tannin 
or quinol, Such additions prevent the resinification of raw 
rubber, allow of the vulcanization of rubber by means of hot 

the rubber from the aging effect. air and preserve 

Absorption of War Gases by Rubber 

and Rubberized Fabric 
The present paper was the result of the discovery that the 

Akron Tissot and Kops Tissot used on Amer- 
ican gas masks leaked in mea The author 

Thomas M recorded in the November, 1923, issue 

of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry the results of exper 

iments which show that rubber and rubberized cloth are very 
quantities of from air 

as phosgene, chloropiecrin and 

‘ rnee pieces ol 

surable amounts. 
> 

Reeor nas 

smal] war gases effective in 

but that 

mustard gas are 

removing 

certall vases 

used, at large 

\ } eg 

leakage occurs because they 
are largely soluble in rubber 

Fabric Stresses in Pneumatic Tires 
The author, H. F. Schippel of the Ames Holden Tire & 

Rubber Co., Ltd., takes up in an article in the November, 
1923, issue of Jndustrial and Engineering Chemistry the 

static and dynamic stres to which the fabric of a tire ear- 

cass is subjected. Just as the chemist has contributed largely 

to progress in the design of tires, so does Mr. Schippel by 

means of mathematic: eal solve the leulations endeavor to 

stresses and tire design by suitable deriva- problem ot fabri 

tion and application of formulac 

the Resinification of Rubber 
The Farbenwerke vorm F. Bayer 

& Co., has been granted German Patent No. 366,114 on a pro- 
various agents for preventing 

whether it be made from the natural or 
artificial product, from becoming viscid and resinifying. The 

Preventing 
German dyestuff house, 

cess oF treating rubber with 

the rubber article. 

rubber or other similar material is treated with aromatic or 
heterocylie compounds, or their derivatives or substitution 

products, containing in the aromatie nucleus two or more 
amino groups, or at least one amino group, together with hy- 
droxyl groups. In the case where natural rubbers are being 

contain 

compounds 

treated, the simple or substituted 

hydroxyl groups for this purpose are 
benzyl-meta-phenylenediamine, diamidodiphenylamine, naph- 

naphthol, pyrogallol, 

compounds may 

Suitabl 

resoreinol, thvlenedian ine, benzidine, 

an inonapthol, ete. 

Making Ebonite Articles 
British Patent No. 200,577 manu- 

facturing porous bodies, diaphragms, filters, and the like from 
Fine particles, powder, shavings, ete., of ebonite are 

placed in a mold to oceupy a greater volume than would be 
required under high compression. The mixture is then vul- 
canized to to adhere together. Powdered partially 

powder or shavings of vuleanized hard 
ebonite covered with a thin layer of non-vuleanized or parti- 
ally vuleanized ebonite may be used. A finely inert substance, 
as common salt, may be mixed with the ebonite, the mixture 
being compressed in the mold and vuleanized, and the inert 
substance being thereupon removed by chemical or physical 
means, 

The product may be made alkali resistant and acid-resistant 
in accordance with the process which is patented in British 
Patent No. 18,269 of 1908 and may be connected by vulean- 
ization with ebonite-insulated or uninsulated metals for elec- 
trolytic use. Very porous diaphragms, made from ebonite, 

aminophenol, 

deseribes a process of 

ebonite. 

cause if 

lac . } . 
vuleanized ebonite o1 

may constitute supports for filtering materials, such as sand, 
sulphate of barium, asbestos, and the like, or the capillaries 
may be filled throughout or in the top layers only with sul- 
phate of barium, cement, colloidal substances, ete., to obtain 
porous bodies of small permeability. 

Action of Selenium Oxychloride on Pure Rubber 
The action of Selenium oxychloride, in carbon 

tetrachloride solution, on synthetic rubber from the polymer- 
ization of isoprene or on the following natural Hevea rub- 
bers, pale crepe, smoked sheet, para and caucho ball, leads 
to an amorphous powder, which is insoluble in the ordinary 
solvents for rubber, and has lost its elasticity and swell- 
ing power. Slight differences in the composition of the 
product appear, depending on the source of the natural 
rubber and on the method of coagulation, but no essential 
difference can be detected between the behavior of natural 
rubbers and of the product synthesized from isoprene. This 
tends to support the view that their constitutions are es- 
sentially the same. (Jor. Am. Che. Soc., 1923, 45, 1800-1814) 

ice-cold 

Rubber from Evaporated Latex 
“Hard fine Para” rubber contains approximately the 

same proportion of the serum solids as the plantation variety 
of rubber, and is not to be classed as comparable in compo- 
sition with rubber from evaporated latex. Rubber, which 
is prepared by the Kerbosh evaporation process, which re- 
tains all the normal serum solids, is hygroscopic, has ap- 
proximately normal tensile strength, requires more power 
for mastication, and does not keep well in the raw con- 

When vuleanized its aging qualities are somewhat 
Contrary 

dition. 

poorer than those of ordinary plantation rubber. 
to the widely expressed opinion, the presence of the whole 
of the serum solids in rubber is not beneficial. (Jndia Rub- 
ber Journal, 1923, volume 66, pages 101 to 102.) 

Vulcanization of Rubber 
At ordinary vulcanizing temperatures ranging from 130 

to 150 degrees C, the sulphur combines chemically with the 
rubber in a continuous manner as long as any sulphur is 

present in the rubber batch, whether or not an accelerator of 
vulcanization is mixed with the rubber compound. Further- 
more the accelerating power of the metallic xanthates, which 
have been used up to the present time for accelerating the 
vuleanization of rubber, is not great at these temperatures, 
and it is also not possible to prevent over-vulcanization. The 
conditions have now been found under which the vuleamiza- 
tion can be stopped at any desired point, and any sulphur 
then remaining in the mixture remains there in the uncom- 

bined condition even if the period of vulcanization is greatly 
extended. The vulcanized rubber article, which is obtained 
by this process, possesses a greater tensile strength than that 
obtained with ordinary mixtures. 

The accelerator which is used in making 
batches is zinc or cadmium propyl xanthate, or the corres- 
ponding methyl, ethyl, butyl or amyl xanthates. After the 
rubber mixture has been made, it is heated to a temperature 
of 110 degrees C. In an example a rubber mixing consisted 
of 51.25 parts of rubber, five parts of sulphur, twenty parts 
of zine oxide, one part of light calcined magnesia, eighteen 

parts of gas black, three parts of paraffine and 1.75 parts 
of zine propyl xanthate. This mixture is vulcanized at a 

temperature of 98 degrees C. The vulcanization process 
lasts twenty minutes. In this way a product is obtained 
which contains 3.5 per cent of free sulphur which does not 
decrease if the vulcanization is continued. This process is 
patented in British Patent No. 204,757 by the Dunlop Rub- 
ber Co. 

these rubber 
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RUBBER STATISTICS 
Production Export 

RUBBER GOODS EXPORTS 
SHOW FURTHER DECREASE 

Export sales of rubber products dur- 
ing October, valued at $2,472,669, con- 

tinued downward from ¢he previous low 
record of the year made in September, 
when the exports were valued at $2,623,- 
209, P. L. Palmerton, Chief of the 
Rubber Division states. 

Exports of automobile casings num- 
bered only 67,852, the lowest sinee tire 
exports by number were first reported in 
the official statistics in January, 1922. 
Only in January and February, 1922, 
were the exports of tubes lower than the 
number shipped this October, 51,168. 
The indication is that foreign markets 
for casings and tubes were overstocked 
during the first six months of 1923. Ex- 
ports of solid tires in October to the 

number of 6,789 were, however, well 
above the corresponding month of 1922, 

when 4,896 were shipped abroad. The 
United States forged ahead of Great 
Britain in the solid tire trade in 1922, 
exporting 55,665 as compared to 54,812 

for Great Britain, and this year Ameri- 
ean exports of solid tires (80,073 in ten 
months) are well in the lead. 

Increased Shipments of Mechanical Rubber 
Goods 

Exports of mechanical rubber goods 

improved over September, shipments of 
rubber belting amounting to 339,545 

pounds; rubber hose, 373,286 pounds; 
and rubber packing, 127,933 pounds. 
Rubber thread shipments to England and 
France increased materially and the total 

Statistics Compiled from 1923 Questionnaire—Third Quarter 
COVERING THE THIRD THREE MONTHS OF 1923 

Number of rubber manufacturers reporting data ...........6..0008- 234 
Number of crude rubber importers and dealers reporting data ....... 43 
Nuniber of reclaimers (solely) reporting data 

TOTAL DAILY AVERAGE NUMPER OF EMPL OYES 
(On Basis of Third Week of JuLy, 1923) 

159,384 

Reported by Mfrs. Reported by 
who also reclaim Reclaimers solely Total 

(22) (7) 
No. of Tons Reclaimed Rubber Produced from Raw and Cured Scrap. 5,287 9,281 15,108 

No. of Pounds of Scrap Rubber (including Raw and Cured Scrap) 

Consumed in production of Reclaimed Rubber 19,685 11,921 

Number of Tons of Crude Rubber Consumed in the Manufacture of Rub- 

ber Products and Total Sales Value of Shipments of Manufactured 
Rubber Products 

Total Sales Value 
Number of Tons of Shipments of Manu- 

PRODUCT of Crude Rubber Used factured Rubber Products 
Tirea and Tire Sundries 

Automobile and motor truck pneumatic casings .- 27,237 $100,707,000 

Automobile and motor truck pneumatic tubes ..... ... 8,065 19,263,000 

Motorcycle tires (casings and tubes) ee ee ‘ 78 349,000 
Bicycle tires (single tubes, casings and tnbes) ‘ 197 819,000 
All pneumatic casings and tubes, not elsewhere specified 3 67,000 

Solid tires for motor vehicles ............... . 2,208 5,867,000 
All other solid tires s ieee ; 108 249,000 

Tire sundries and re pair mate rials , KES : 532 3,241,000 

TOTAL—tTires and Tire Sundries 38,428 $130,562,000 

Other Rubber Products 

Mechanical rubber goods ; ha ; rr . 3,214 19,825,000 
Boots and shoes ; ie 3,845 37,018,000 

Insulated wire and insulating compounds . — , 862 6,848,000 

Druggist sundries, medical and surgical rubber goods .. 486 3,124,000 

Waterproof cloth, clothing, and rubber sheeting 568 5,400,000 
Hard rubber goods fi ; ; ‘ ines es 7 481 1,693,000 

Heels and soles — . ‘ 913 3,704,000 

Miscellaneous, not included in any of above items . 1,263 5,027,000 

TOTAL Other Rubber Products 11,631 82,639,000 

50,059 $213,201,000 RAND TOTAL—ALL PRODUCTS 

Inventory of Crude Rubber in the United States and Afloat for U. S. Ports, 
Sept. 30, 1923 

Long Tons ————-Long Tons——_———_ 

shipments for the month, 62,836 pounds, ON HAND Plantation Para All Other AFLOAT Plantation Para All Other 

j j — . Manufacturers 64,670 2,877 1,517 Manufacturers. .. 8,838 5 ss 

indicate some recovery from the slump Importers and Dealers ...15,065 1,376 153 Importers ani De alers . 15,522 308 135 

in this trade during recent months. The Total 79,735 4,253 1,670 Total . 24,360 313 135 

largest decrease was in the canvas soled GRAND TOTAL—ON HAND, 85,658 GRAND TOTAL— AFLOAT, 24,808 

shoe trade. (Table below). Copyright, 1923, by The Rubber Association of America, Inc.) 

> s for Octol 1923 Summary of Rubber Exports for October, | 

Compiled by the Department of Commerce 

RUBBER BELTING, HOSE, PACKING, AND THREAD 
Rubber Belting Rubber Hose Rubber Packing Rubber Thread 

Pounds Dollars Pounds Dollars Pounds Dollars Pounds Dollars 
Total ‘ 339.545 201.357 373.286 141,446 127,933 58,510 62,836 63,215 

PNEUMATIC CASINGS AND SOLID TIRES. 
— i Pneumatic Casings___— ‘i ion ————EEs Ee 

For automobiles __ Other r Automobiles Other... 
Number Dollars Numbe r Dollars Number Dollars Pounds Dollars 

Total 67,852 824.910 ° > 655 3,693 6.789 178,764 82,507 20,296 

RUBBER F ‘OOTWEAR AND SOLES AND HEELS. 
— — Shoes_. Canvas shoes with rubber soles Rubber soles and heels 

Pairs Dollars Pairs Dollars Pairs Dollars Pounds Dollars 
Total 38,951 90,795 123,113 100,737 187,869 163,472 154,164 50,035 

HARD RUBBER GOODS AND DRUGGISTS’ RUBBER SUNDRIES. 
Druggists’ Rubber Sundries Battery jars and Accessories Other Electrical Supplies Other hard rubber goods 
ry oer — ——. Pounds — Pounds Dollars 

Total 5 19,: 8,011 778 20,105 23,084 

PNEU ‘MATIC TUBES, REPAIR MATERIAL, MANU FACTURES OF RUBBER NOT ELSEWHERE SPECIFIED 
_—Pneumatic Tubes__ _—Tire Repair Material__ _—Rubber Manufactures__ 

__Automobiles_~_ ~~ _Other__ 
Number Dollars ey Dollars Pounds Dollars Pounds Dollars 

Total rer rT y Tae 51,168 92,474 3,0 2.396 48,224 21,355 447,749 281,498 

COATED OR WATERPROOFED FABRICS. 
Oilcloth (not floors) Coated or Artificial Leather Waterproofed Autocloth Waterproofed Clothing 

Sq. yards Dollars Sq. yards Dollars Sq. yards Dollars Sq. yards Dollars 
Sa, auwulkeanseaaee 562,765 141,614 264,306 222,796 148,542 98,076 33,791 31,810 
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Rubber Statistics for the United Kingdom for Imports of Crude Rubber, Gutta-Percha, and Sub- 

October, 1923 stitutes Therefor, Into the United States During 
4 \ t * the Month of October, 1923 

Imports Crepe RUBREI 

I MONTHS Fr Pounds Dollars 
) ENDI 2 BI Kelg 11.12¢ 3.606 

j 1 19°91 } 1922 19°21 Fy ‘ 82,313 28,724 

ra . A i ) i4 1 ! 1.4 j 3 ( ar 3,600 5,040 

( | ! » 11 1 10 16,193 Netherland 203,297 60,363 
Dv mf lf f ; 2 6 k and 136,820 50,240 

‘ und P ! 178 19 8 1,774 Nicaragua $3595 of 
( ( f 1,424 <4 I , i I 1,136 5,595 

bra 179,628 206,447 
Tot 1 ) 1986 5.766 64 { 1.519 5.450 ‘ ymbia 16.989 2,522 

} ador 250.673 4 OOR 

Exports ! h ) 3,688 

206 >. 766 

0 } ED OCTOBER ” 
: \ 1 Of 1 16.676 

) ) ) 1921 en 
R } j 126,13¢ 26,155 

J bil < : 1s f 14.95 ‘ oO 191 1 1433 

( l ) 1,O8 li4 Qereite & 1 3 6,752,707 
l is ) 

2 7 

_ iva I , , 861,167 
$ i 114 41 108 1 , ‘ . 1.270.139 

l ) 1,12] 

Ges - ane Ga Ghee ete Del OTAI 473,412 10,375,347 

‘ . anacl 739,9 65,824 
. ° a 24 ) 157,743 

- , ; ( i 284,466 8.617 
’ ‘ af Or) ( ) s 7 

1,011 7 85,147 
i i4 i 

; Hav 1 742.68 

Landings, Deliveries and Stocks in London and Lit erpool as 

returned by the Warehouses and Wharves durine the month 

of October 

OcTor Imports of Crude Rubber into the United States 

j ~ | i) lity P nds 

1919 19 1921 1922 1923 

8 9474 ) » 6 115 26,911,7: 54 rhe 
144 1,354,904 21,933,1¢ 6,744,240 79,290 

; Ma " 28,508,99 64,21 280,706 
Vv : : : \ . 63,629,269 26,087,408 43.4 ) 69,580,014 

, : aa . 178 1 44,099,902 23,890,835 2 80,1 147 
! 1 ~ 23 tf 1,748 Oe i ; 88.711 

: i $54,437 27,647,874 6,854 i4,¢ 1 8 

Vv . \ i4 1 64 l i } by ~,741,4 a 

\ > ) is 1,546,411 14.344,8 £8,826 
bet ‘ val i 4 1 2 A290 

Movements of all kinds of Rubber, excluding Gutta, Balaia and ; P ’ 1.488 52 if + 741 184 ‘ , - 

Guavyule. to and from the U.S. A., as per Returns of the United I> ' 13.4 161.761 58.644.821 , 24 

States Department of Commerce Fert ; 10.421 566.646.136 415.283.8304 674.41 9 1 2 073 

| D rs 

2 167,288 7,922.4 S11 M12 14 825 

pas 64¢ 6,885,677 10,8 l 150,82 
‘? ae \ } - f f sf s i : l 1 Ho 

ro 4 liad i] 159 66f 177 s 1 

0 : i4 } ) 4,051,921 127,605 22 
\ 14 l 7 831,817 | 1 141.9 

Receipts at Para 21,31 ) 19,982,559 4,214,459 1 840 
0 A t ~ s 2 17,267 1.9538 s 1 l 615 

ra 11,449 ] 157,854 &,¢0 141 ( 9045 

0 is 094,418 I LZ f 

: { 688,128 7,721,644 
‘ { ) 1,035 8.37 344 il ) 

: f LO] | . 147,372 

Report of Inventory—Production—Domestic Shipments of Pneumatic Casings- Inner Tubes—Solid Tires 

‘) 

I ! r i ¢ ted a ft f each 

t : a ireh Sé brar f r t 

‘ \ t 1 by manufa re? L tocl 

Sh I arel s brancl 4 ent 

( tubber A 4 

| . sal : S SOL ) : S — 

MONT R t S] te] [y Shir Reporting Inventory Pr i § nts 

ia l 5 / rf ‘ 4 1] ] 904 64 711 

Tune, 19 8,890 ! ( 1 1 173,679 169.808 ( , 63408 

aly 19 176,636 ) f 14 11 176,375 ] 60.425 

A ist ) ’ f ). s 2 4 5 1 R4 69.435 

September ) J 4.6 1,744 f f l 8.971 11 20 66.797 

oO ! ‘ f 64 : j 68 11 e As 71.275 

November, 1 2 4 4 1.9 2,7 134 2,379,708 61 6,21 + 85 08 75 11 85.775 61,466 

December, 19 ) j 656,94 m4 ) 59 732,1 411,074 S2 10 77.221 64.570 

a a 1 ( : -,994 } 62 ) . l 11 . < 60,611 

February, 1923 60 124,38 17,987 2,588,639 f 6,771,958 4, ) 2 11 75 457 63.394 

March, 19 601 865, 72¢ ,,( 740,94 1,875,414 328,31 11 79.788 77.144 

April, 19 f 8.272 89.32 6.1¢ 8. 394,184 4.259 >, 11 71.468 > an0 

lay, 19 / 6,90 4 $659,986 2,757,764 57 9 292,22 1,31 $14,115 10 77.288 67.147 

June, 19 156,94 1s { 8924,326 3,590,011 581,060 10 145 126 
Tuly, 192 { 471,124 1,992,989 1,42 2 7,396,444 2,625,118 142,247 10 42° 345 15.219 

August, 19 ( 2 355.915 ® 807.4 53 ¢ -) 7,9 | 1 4 10 18,141 45.925 

September, 19 f ) 2 9,581 2,62 6,457,4 254,57 683,514 10 7 O74 15.971 

October, 192 1,876 2,361,340 2,819,58 55 6,898,42 855,244 3,595,737 10 234.945 37285 18065 

——— 



MARKETS 
Cottons and 

New York, Dee. 1, 1923 

The uninterrupted rise in cotton prices 
which was In progress practically from 
the first of November reached its climax 

on the last day of the month when : 

burst of strength in a seething market 

sent March contracts above 37 cents a 

pound and all months into new high 

ground for the vear, These levels which 

represented advances of more than seven 

eents a pound since the first of November 

attracted heavy general realizing which 
caused a break of 120 to 140 points that 

earried the March position below 36 

eents trom which there was a moderate 

recovel \ at T he ele mse, 

Not a day has passed since our last 

report that has not witnessed an active 
not ith excitement running hig 

only here but on the New Orleans and 

Liverpool 

session 

I IV er} ool excnangves as we'l. 

has continued to open up the spread be- 

New York and this has re- tween it and 

sulted in heavy arbitrage buying. On the 
foreign exchange the January position 

sold at nearly 24d on the last day of 

November. Manchester has been taking 

all cotton offered and keeping up a strong 

demand from day to day. The heavy 

buying ot spot cotton has been one of 

the main sustaining factors in the New 

York market. 

{verage Yield of 9.500.000 Bales 

That the Government’s end October 

crop report estimating a yield in excess 
of 10,000,000 bales was much too liberal 

all the cotton trade now concedes, W hile 

some estimates have placed the probable 

vi ld as low as 9,250,000 bales and others 

are as high as 9,900,000 bales the aver- 

age run of these private opinions has been 
around 9,500,000 to 9,600,000 — bales. 

With the Government total ginning fig- 

ures ot 8,368,683 bales to Dee. 14 and 

practical exhaustion reported from nearly 
every section ol the cotton belt th 

question that is naturally foremost in the 
minds of everyone interested in eotton is 

“how much below 10,000,000 bales will 
production actually be?” 
of quieter conditions in the mill centers 

have leaked down from New England but 
these have not received much considera- 

tion in face of the very firm tone in the 
goods market, the unwillingness of most 

mills to sell for advance delivery and the 
withdrawal of offerings of some lines. 

Curiously enough, there is less talk of 
curtailment of mill operations than there 
was several weeks ago when raw cotton 

was bringing five or six cents a pound 
less. The reduced estimates of Italian 
and Japanese takings of American cotton 

Some reports 

, . 
abrics 

EGYPTIAN COTTON CROP 1923 

The Egyptian crop this year has been 
produced under abnormal conditions, the 
principal of which was the extremely pro- 
longed untavorable climatie conditions in 

March and April. The immediate result 
of this was excessive delay in the growth, 
which was never recovered by at least 
50% of the plantations despite the more 

favorable weather trom May to August. 

Upper Egypt benefited more than the 

Delta by this improvement in the weather 
as the conditions there in March and 
April were considerably less detrimental 
to the early progress ol the plant. 

A noticeable feature of the Sakellarides 
variety in the Southern and Central Delta 
was the shedding of the early bolls during 
June, caused by the young plant being 

unable, in its delayed condition, to resist 

the excessive humidity and abrupt eli- 
matic changes which occurred. In_ the 
Northern Delta there was practically no 
shedding and in all regions, varieties other 
than Sakellarides did not suffer from this 
cause. 

On the other hand the crop this year 

has had two factors which offset to a 
certain extent the above unfavorable con 
ditions. The first of these was the water 
supply which was very abundant every 
where; the second was the absence of 

early morning fogs and humidity in 

September. The first factor greatly 

helped to improve the yield of the de 
layed fields as well as the normal and 
early ones. The second factor affected 

chietly the top crop, that is the bolls 
formed in August, but was to some ex- 

tent counter-balanced by the lack of the 
really high temperatures so necessary to 
bring these bolls to maturity before the 
pink worm attack became heavy. 

On the whole the top erop suffered 

rather more than normal loss in Septem- 
ber this year though considerably less 
than in the years of bad pink worm at- 
tack, 1916 to 1919. 
IPP ii 

for the year which has led some to think 
that the world’s requirements of American 
eotton will not exceed 10,000,000 bales 

are offset by the fact that exports for 
the first three months of the present crop 
season are 276,000 bales ahead of last 
year. 

Figures for the week-end showed spin- 
ners’ takings of 372,000 bales against 
325,000 last year, making 4,249,000 for 

the season, compared with 4,998,000 last 
year. The amount in sight for the week 
aggregated 504,000 against 360,000 last 
year, making 6,678,000 so far this season 
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compared with 7,539,000 last year. This 
brought about an increase in the visible 

supply of 132,000 against 35,000 last 
year, making the total supply of Ameri- 
can eotton 3,298,000 against $008,000 

last vear. 
Yesterday's quotations follow: 

Previous 
Open. High. Low Close Day 

Dec 87.50 37.70 36.33 36.70@36.85 37.07 

Jan .37.00 87.05 35.70 36.10@36.20 36.62 

March 37.00 37.11 35.90 36.20@36.35 36.70 

May : $7.15 37.23 36.04 36.42@36.50 36.82 

Judy 36.35 36.50 35.10 35.55@36.65 35.98 
Oct 30.00 80.00 28.90 29.00 29.65 

EXTRA STAPLE COTTON 

As a result of soaring Egyptian prices 
to the 50 cent level, interest in extra 
staple has inereased greatly. A_ fair 
amount of business was done, some of it 
at slightly under the price quoted below. 
These transactions however, were few, 
the majority of sales being at the current 

interest but 
little business was done. The market as 
prices. Futures showed 

a whole since our last report has advanced 
about a cent in all lengths. 

Prices on extra staple cotton, strict 
middling in grade and color, f. o. b., 
New Bedford, were quoted today as fol 

lows: 
1 inch, 57% @ 38% cents l ® 

1 3/16 inch, 38% @ 39% cent 

l ; inch, 39% @ 41 cents 

1 5/16 inch, 41 cents upward 

TIRE FABRICS 

As a result of a desire on the part of 
a number of tire manufacturers to show 

low inventories of stock, they have not 
been anxious to eontract ahead for any 
considerable supply of fabrics. Interest 
however has been good and a few manu- 
facturers have been willing to contract for 

fabrics for the first three months of 
1924. An upward tendency is_ being 
shown in quotations. Raw fabrie mills 
are advancing prices as a result of raw 
cotton prices but it is not expected that 
this increase will be very material. Prices 
are as follows: 

CORD FABRICS 

Combed Sakellarides Nominal 
Combed Peeler lb 64 a 69 

Carded Peeler b Gf ‘ f 
Combed Egyptian uppers Ib 76 ! 1 
Carded Egyptian uppers Ib 71 " 

SQUARE WOVEN 
17 4 -ounce Egyptian uppers, 

combed . Ib Nominal 

17 4% -ounce Egyptian uppers, 
arded It 68 (a 73 

171,-ounce Sakellarides, combed 
‘ lb Nominal 

ounce Peeler, combed Ib Nominal 
, 

ounce Peeler, carded lb 63 fa 66 
17% 
7, 

BurLaps—Uneertainty as to jute spec- 

ulation and the receipt of lower cables 

from Caleutta has caused lower shipment 

terms on burlaps. A willingness to sell 

was noted in various quarters. A number 

of inquiries were received but little ac- 

tual business is reported. 

(Continued on page 184) 



Chemicals and Compounding Ingredients 

THE INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL MARKET—New York, Dee. 4, 1923—As is usually expected at this time of the year, 

business in the chemicals is light. Some few rubber factories are taking inventory and are not interested in further 

purchases while those plants which are operating are cautious in their buying and are covering immediate needs only. 

Prices as a whole are showing a downward tendency with few buyers in evidence. Contract withdrawals are large on 

caustic soda and soda ash but no new business is reported. December is always a poor month for new business with the 

result that dealers try to bolster up movements of stock by making price concessions in a few lines. An inerease in 

price may be ¢ xpected atter the holidays. 

ACCELERATORS White seal Ib 12 1 Nitric, 36 degrees .cwt. 4.50 @ 5.00 
Green seal Ib 10% @ Sulphuric, 60 degrees ton 11.00 @12.00 

Organic Red seal It 09%@ 66 degrees ...... ton 15.00 @16.00 
Aldehyde Yellows Tartaric, crystals Ib 31 a 

ammonia, crystals It 10 95 Chrome, light Ls {a 
Aniline oil. drums i) ° 1 ; 171 dark and medium .lb is Alkalies 

Diphenylguanidine ! 1.1 » 1.15 * Cadmium Sulphide ...Ib 1.50 @ 1.75 Caustic soda, 769% cwt ..76 @ 3.91 

KExcellerex ’ 45 7 50) Ocher. French ib 01% @ 3 Soda ash, 58% cwt 2.04 @ 2.19 

Formaldehyde-Aniline t 52%G fomesti b 2% O03 
liexamethylene-tetra I 80 Ous 

Paraphenylenediar ‘ l 1.4 1.4 os : Castor, No }. bbls lb 14 

Super-Sulphur Ne l I I 60 COMPOUNDING INGREDIENTS Chinawood, bbls Ib 21 l 21% 

Super-Sulphur No 2 t y l 5 Corn, crude, bbls Ib 11% @ 

retramethy Aluminun flake ton 29.00 a refined lb 13% 

rhiuramdisulphids t c q = hydrate licht lb 18 (a 20 Cottonseed, 9.37! 9.50 
Thiocearbanilide, k 1 4 mia carbonat ib 09%@ : Glycerine, lb l64%@ 17 

V ulcocene lb ) @ Bariur carbonate ton 85.00 090.00 — Linseed, domestic gal v2 

Ba n Dust a 05 a 06 Palm, Niger Ib O7% 714 

Inorganic Baryt southern off-color. ton 15.00 »18 ) Lagos Ib O07 % 
EA Sey ee 9 W este pri white n 25.00 » 26.0 Pe anut,domestic,crude Ib I a 1 

fa. aan - + Basofor ak ee 04% @ . Petroleum, amber ... .Ib 04% @ — 
slither age 104 >. ‘| Bla fixe i to.b.works It iYW@a dark, amber lb 04 I 

Soon " Supertit 1) 2 @ 02% | Carrara a stneeeene Ib .01%@ .02 Pine, steam distilled Ib Oe l re 
Magnesia le * | Chalk, pre« pinated, a a refined gal 74 76 

- extra light ai taal 044% G@ 5 own : gal 90 
a , 4 ; ae heavy It 14 ; 04 Rosin, first rectified gal 13 ; 
raed . ‘ = 06 Cla mw 1 a stic, . ton 15 ) »16.50 , second eee gal if 

vixie ton 22.00 @32.00 ar, commercia . -gal 0 

B Ridg to I 25.00 Soya Bean 11% 11% 

COLORS Fe 1 flour ton 60.00 — 

: Glnes, extra white , Ib 30 a 40 Resins and Pitches 
Blacks ‘ , medium white — 20 a .26 Cumar resin, hard .. .Ib. .09 @ 10 

Bone Black 2 sbinet 18 @ .28 soft Pee Ib. .09 @ .10 
Carbo! ‘ gra I 15 ! 18 Parra M.R. sick a ior 6 ” .07 

Drop mon bone 11 lar Retort bbl. 10.75 
Ivory I l 45 Graphite flak bb I f 12 kiln burned ———- on a - 
” ap : --- a rpho i 4 l Pitch, Burgundy ....Ib 05 a .06 

ieronex Infusorial earth, powdered ton 60.00 @ coal tar .........1b 01%@ .02 
Blues bolted to 65.00 @ pine tar bbl 6.5 

Cobalt l oF I nid 1 gal 1 ) 1 Rosir grade K bbl 5.65 
| . Mica, } lered Ib 15 fa Shellac, fine orange Ib (4 ( 66 
Ultramaring Rotten Stone powdered) II Ul 2 a 1% 

Br ne Soapstone, powdered tor 15 be , Solvents 
Ir xi i Ts ret TB cori sered ows ' 3.12 : , Acetone, drums .....Ib 25 @ — 

talia i4 ete erteg mae — aS Alcohol, denatured, 
Umber, Turks i . con 86.00 No. 1 bbis. ......gal 171 i9% 
Vandyke, dom I 4 ene: high grade ton 40.00 @ . Benzol, tanks gal 23 @ 28 

pane ‘ Italiar ..ton 47 00 @98.00 | senzol, 900% .. gal 21 a 26 

Chrome ght ! - ‘re ale , cwt ] _ @ 2.9 : pure gal oF a 0 

Biues ape . D va a Carbon bisulphide, . .Ib. 06%@ 07 
dark ‘ . : we I 4 Tetrachloride : Ib ) 1 10% 

ercia 12 : ser a - , soe d Dimethylaniline .....Ib. 41 @ .43 

Reds Pa thle. Maielanin ai ' Motor gasoline, e 

Antimor n ~~ . ie 13.00 DIA steel bbls ee gal l 4 G 

crimson. 1 i7% F.S Vood pulp XXX a x OO ow ae Vv. M. & P. gal 14 ‘ - 

sulphur fre ) F o x ton §=29.00 ; ? urpentine, spirits gal 94 

golden, 1 l / rs . res } m1 g wood zal Se 

ner cent dex Vi 71 

alcium and sulphur ' ner né ‘wo. + ! “- iii Wazes 

free I ‘ be ; bh aTuU a ars Bayberry ‘ . lb 26 a 27 

red sulphuret 15/1 ao ner cent ined ont dhe Piss Beeswax ...........Ib 10 @ .42 
FS ] 16 hate 1} ov! 073 Carnauba, No. 1 ....Ib 36 a .40 

Indian, English a an tend onl ' Ceresin, white ......Ib 10 @ .11 
Para toner t I >» 1.1 phate 1} OTUu a 7% Montan, crude ..... Ib 06 G 06% 

o ercial L¢ l : Ozokerite, black .....Ib. 23 G@ .24 

Red Oxide, reduced ' 12 Also see whites i Kisiekégatees Ib 27 @ .28 
pure ! I 14 , “ Paraffine Ib 031%@ 

Rakin pees 2} 295 MINERAL RUBBER Phenol Ib 25 @ .26 
Venetian red Ib 03%G@ 06 WO WEE oc cccccies Ib. 10 @ .12 
as -~ quicksilver Genasc« actory ' ton EO 00 @ 52.00 

ngsen . Granulated M.R ton 36.00 @4T7.00 , 
domesti« se >on 25 @ Hard hydrocarbot ton 20 00 7» 40.00 SUBSTITUTES 

Whites Soft hydrocarbon ton 30.00 @40.00 

Albalith Ib 7 @ 7% | Pioneer MR ....ton 42.00 @44.00 OS aa eee Ib. 09 @ .14 
Aluminum bronze Ib 55 " 60 320/340 M. P. hydrocarbon We steeecteaae beawee Ib. 10 G@ 16 
Azolith Ib 7 " 7% l. factory) ..-.-ton 45.00 @50.00 DE: écewdseeenseawene Ib 10 @ .15 
Lithopone, domestj 300/310 M. P. hydro- ee. SD ssnccedcean Ib. 09%@ .13 

(factory ) Ib 07 earbon (c.l. factory) ton .40.00 @45.00 Wee GED weezcesess Ib. 08%@ .15 
Zine Oxide—American Process Synpro, granulated, 

American Horse M. R. (factory) . ton 55.00 @70.00 

Hood special n 07% @ .08 VULCANIZING INGREDIENTS 
Ad rec ) O8 a ORM - . 

erations how SOFTENERS Black hyposulphite ...... ib. 21 @ .22 
ZZZ (lead free) b 08 i 08% Sulphur Chloride (drums) Ib 04 @ 05 

ZZ (under 5 per cent | Acids | Sulphur flour 
3.38 @ 3.63 Commercial, (bags) 35 leaded ) Acetic, 28 per cent cwt. 

Z (8-10 per cent Cresylic, 97% ...gal 82 @ 90 | Superfine ..... ceceece 
leaded ) Ib 07 @ 07% | a  »pcdneueens gal. .74 @ «480 Bergenp’t brand (bags) cwt. 
Zine Oxide—French Process Muriatic, 20 degrees cwt. 1.00 @ 1.10 ke éacens coce CWR 
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December 10, 1923 

Chemicals 

Antimony Sulphurets — Movement has 
been fair with interest being shown only 
in spot prices. Market for crimson firm 
at 37 to 40 cents a pound. 

Caustic Soda—The spot market has 
been moderately active but the greatest 
movement has been on contract with- 
drawals. The month of November closed 
with the biggest movement in both the 

caustic and soda ash ever reported. Con- 
tract prices are still quoted at $5.10 per 
100 pounds with $3.20 for spot. Soda 
ash in bulk is $1.25 per 100 pounds on 
contract. 

Acetic acid—What little business has 
been done was on contracts. The market 
is firm at $3.38 to $3.63 per ewt. 

Lithopone —Prices are unchanged with 

good movement of stock reported. Busi- 
ness for 1924 is expected to be even 
better than in 1923 which up to this time 
was the banner year. Leading manufac- 
turers have urged placing orders for 
1924 delivery by guaranteeing buyers 
against price declines. Domestic still 
quoted at 7 cents a pound in bags. 

Zine Oxide—Tire manufacturers are 
now showing more interest in this mater- 
ial than has been noted in some time. 
Evidently they are looking ahead into 
next year’s requirements. Sales have 
been small however for delivery 
with. normal movement soon. 
Prices are unchanged. 

Barytes—Domestiec still quoted at 
$26 a ton for spot and $25 on contract 
but foreign barytes may be obtained at 
prices considerably under those quoted 
for domestic. Sales fair. 

Carbon Black—Despite increased prod- 

uction and decreased prices, the move- 
ment of blacks has not been up to what 
was expected. The tire industry has not 
been placing any large orders, not being 

is 

spot 

expected 

is 

willing to keep more than enough for 
eurrent needs. No improvment in the 
spot market is shown. Although the 
quoted price for spot carbon black was 
8 cents a pound it could be shaded a 
little. 

China Clay—Demand 
good with prices firm. 

continues to be 

Scrap Rubber 

New York, Nov. 30, 1923 

General conditions in serap rubber have 
undergone little change in the course of 
the past few weeks nor is the trade in- 
clined to anticipate new developments of 
importance until after the turn of the 
year. of the large local dealers 
report buying of futures on a moderate 
scale and extreme quiet in the spot mar- 
ket. This has been mainly by manufac- 
turers, reclaimers still tending to hold off 

in expectation of more attractive levels. 
As a general thing, however, these oper- 
ations have been on a conservative scale 
as buyers are disinclined to stock up until 
the annual check-up shows them how they 

Some 
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stand. Spot prices still are easy and 
subject to light shading. 

Auto tire peelings .......... Ol @ 01% 

Standard White auto .ton 18.00 @20.00 
Oy ton 12.00 @13.00 
Sa ee ton 10.00 @11.00 

Clean solid truck tires ...... .00%@ .01 
Arctica, trimmed ........... 02 @ 02% 
Inner tubes, No. 1 petcewes 03% @ 03% 
Inner tubes, compounded .02% @ 02% 

Emmer tubed, TOO ...ccceces .02% @ 02% 

Battery jars, clean hard rubber 02 @ 02% 
Rubber Hose x tect tale .00 % @ 00% 
i PY tbe du see eaiw wks 01 @ O1% 
White druggist sundries 03 @ 

Boots and shoes 02% @ .02% 
Arctics, untrimmed 01% @ .02 

Reclaimed Rubber 
New York, Nov. 30, 1923 

Only a few changes in the list of re- 
claim prices are to be noted since our last 

report, but have revealed that the 

market still is sensitive to pressure and is 
these 

not receiving much support from the 
consuming element. It is partly a re- 
flection of lower prices for serap and 
partly of sluggish demand. There is, of 
course, always some busines going on in 

reclaimed rubber no matter how dull the 

tone, but the volume hands 

during the past couple of weeks was be- 
to change 

low the average of the previous few 

weeks. 

Floating Tube 1I54%@ .15% 
Friction 21%4@ 22% 
Boots and Shoes nwashed ) 9% (a 1 aA 

Boots and Shoes (washed) 12%@ 13% 
Mechanical 09% @ 10% 

SE. siete Me haere @ oanee andar @ 2 
Tires, truck 08\%@ 08% 
Tires, auto, black 08% 09 

Black (washed) 11 @ 11% 
White ..... 13 @ .13% 
Dark Grey 10 @ 10% 
Light Gray 11 a 11% 

Crude Rubber 
New York, Nov. 30, 1923 

Several factors have combined to make 
for a highly nervous and fluctuating 
market in crude rubber. In the first 
place there have been the wierd antics of 
sterling exchange, dipping and bulging 
several points from day to day over the 
widest range in several months. These 
movements have had their influence on 
London rubber prices which have backed 
and filled between the extremes of 1414 
and 14% pence per pound for spot 
standard plantation ribbed smoked sheets. 
Secondly, domestic manufacturers have 
undoubtedly been manifesting a much 
keener interest in crude rubber and have 
taken some good sized blocks off the New 
York market in addition to the supplies 
they have received direct from the Far 
East. Another factor with a stimulating 
effect on buying interest both here and 
abroad has been a turn for the better in 
the London statistical position of rubber. 
Since our last report public warehouse 
stocks in that center have declined from 
1,500 and 2,000 tons and on Nov. 24, the 
date of the last report, stood at 59,606 
tons. The last two considerations have 
heightened speculative interest in all 
markets, and though there have been 
intermittent periods of dullness traders 
have been always on guard for the first 
sign of a movement in either direction. 
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COTTON DOWN AGAIN i 

| NEW YORK, December 6, 1923.— 
The break in cotton futures was 
carried to further extremes to-day, the 
March contract selling at 34.65 cents, 
or 2 1-2 cents a pound below the 
year’s highest levels reached a week 
ago. Numerous stop orders have been 
caught in the break and it is evident 
from the character of the decline and 
the continued weakness that the 
market still is in a heavily overbought 
condition. 

Last week prices rose quite abruptly 
and an advance of a good half-cent a 
pound carried spot sheets to 28 cents. 
In London the same position was quoted 
at 1472d, buyers. Nearbys were relative- 

ly firmer than the forwards and a com- 
parative scarcity of early delivery rub- 
ber was indicated. After a firm opening 
this week an easier trend set in, this in- 
ducing rather heavy liquidation and in 
the ensuing decline previous gains were 
wiped out with something to spare. 

In to-day’s session the market again 
ruled weak on futures while spot and 
nearby deliveries held comparatively 
steady. Buying interest again drooped 
on cables reporting further depression in 
London, and while there was no con- 

certed selling pressure offerings were 

enough to cause moderate sagging of 
prices beyond December delivery. 

There has continued to be a tight situ- 
ation in first latex crepe and though the 
tension was relaxed somewhat during the 
past week by supplies uncovered in the 
recent advance all positions were quoted 
at premiums of 4 to % of a cent over 
corresponding deliveries of sheets. 

Lower grades of plantations and off 
grades of sheets and latex crepe have 
ruled quiet, meeting with only a scattered 
factory demand, with prices moving large- 
ly in sympathy with standards. 

Plantations 
First Latex, spot 27% 27% 
Ribbed Smoked Sheets 27%@ - 
Dec.-Jan. ; 27% a 

Jan.-March ‘ 27%@ - 
Apr.-June 27% @ 28 

Amber Crepe No. 1, spot 6% .26% 

Amber Crepe No. 2, spot 26 @ 26% 
Ainber Crepe No. 3, spot .. 254€@ 25% 

Light Clean Thin Brown 
Crepe > i 25%@ 26 

Specky Brown Crepe 254@ 5% 

Roll Brown Crepe, spot 25%@ 25% 

Paras 
Madeira Fine 25 @ .25% 
Acre Fine 23%@ 
Up-river Fine 23%€a 23% 

Up-river Medium ais 214%@ 21% 
Up-river Cancho Ball 

(shipment) 204%@ 20% 
Up-river Coarse 20 @ - 

Islands Fine 22 G _- 

Re oe da co Nominal 
eee TO 6 sce 19 G@ 19% 

Pontianac 
Prime Pressed .......... 124%@ .12% 
PR, bcd on scodwesaes 07%@ — 
Bangermassin ........... 07 @ .08 
Siak Gutta Percha ....... 17 @ — 
Prime Macassar ......... 800 @ — 

Balata 
Surinam Sheets ......... 80 @ — 
Columbia Block ......... 60 @ .65 
Venezuela Block ........ -70 @ .75 

Guayule, washed and dried ... .28 @ — 
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Rubber Patents aie inde ndence, Kansas. etn eee Cotton Markets 
Julius J Lozowsky, Brooklyn, 

> ANT teh ' ' Continued from page 181 

GRANTED NOV. 20, 192 1,475,602—Method of Making Steering Wheels 
87 Pneumatic tire Gerhard G. Schone Harry KE. Sheller Portland, Ind., assignor Di CKS A tter a week oft activity dur- 4 

ne ar to Sheller Wood Rim Manufacturing Com 

: a: ee SaaS. 4 f In- ine which a number of large orders were 
1.474.429 Pneumati ire La WV. Bal ’ par Portland, Ind a corporation of 

jersey City, N. J : diana. tor Pred seach a ported, the duck market s again quiet. 
4 7 ‘ ‘ ‘ ones 4 $75.7 Method or -roducing Seamle Ar » : , . i 

— oi . — a: ne A oe a a a. ticles of Caoutchou AIbert Boecler, Malmo, AS @ result of increasing prices on raw 
Compar a Corporat f Ma ach atte Sweden. assignor to Benzine Conder wager cotton, prices ot various erades ol dueks 

Met : ( Inc., New York, N. Y., a corporation of 
ae r Cas ot land, Ohic New Yor : ’ have risen a little. Better business 1s 

Stan le amy . : T i g . . . » ° : 
or rhe Aetna Rubber ( any, ( und, 1,475,747—Shoe. William H. Cary, Brockton, expected after the inventory period which 

- . Me enor to Avo Sole ¢ any A vor 4 . ; 

Uae, & corporation " Ma ; cation of Gianienets is taking place at this time in a number 
1,474,518 Antiskidd . I a port ; ' = 

Evere We bur = f on 1,475 Inflating Vippi Arthur ! ot tactories. 
half } anh ] 1 Va ( I ALO Ill 

1,474,54 I Mi ‘ i Olsen, SHEETINGS 

Philadelphia, Pa ‘ t | Ols 1 neh 2.50-vyard yd I a 19% 

esting Machine Compa Philad 1, Pa : h 2.65-yare d 4! 7a 
a Corporatior of P N I . } nel l yard ya ‘ i” 

” é Loot nd bles Gy} R , > r > . { nel ai ard vd 14% 14% 1,474,546. Boot and R c Removing NeW Incorporations = + 60-yard m 3689 . 
jack nthor ‘ t | ‘ Mir ! 2. 4or) . \ i 

1474 se parabl Adoly B Rognlie . . } | 1.25-yard yd 12% 

Shel Mint DELAWARI DUCKS 

1,474,586. Hose Cou hn H. Hanraha New Process Rubber Co., Wilmington, Del. Belting It 55 @ 58 
Guilford, Contr Manufacture of rubber tire et $1,20 H lt 55 58 

1,474,654 I trea \ ( ave A. 1 I ( M \ Bruce 4. M. Hoove ina g 60 
I acl Pittst } Pa ( t i | t Co. of America . D ks } 61 63 

1.474.766 | for f M é Rubber ¢ W ing Del ‘ gle filling y. -o 

Lithopone | ' I } D htert 21 ) ( poratic« Trust ( of America) Double filling lt 238 ) 

Glen Ridge N J an rt ] rust T g » ven BURLAP 
a corporation of Ni ersey, Ridgefield Park NEW YORK (Carload Lots) 

_N. JJ Essenkramer & Erlich, New York Cit $50 7%-ounce 40-inch ( 6.30 
1,474,945 Met! f Making Game ball 0 Rubber specialties O. and A. Essenkramer . ine 10-inch ( » 6.25 

Edward F. Quinn, Chicopee, Ma and J. Erlich. Niagara House Wrecking & Rub- | yunce 40-inch 7.65 7.75 
1,475,028 rire Valve m4 > Moors ber ( | Buffalo N y $2 00 J » 2 6-ounce 40-inch 7 7.90 

Cleveland, Ohio, a yr of one-half to Ralph Pual, A. R. Wunsch, W. O. Schields DRILLS 
D. Miller, Clevelat YO 7 75 _ 7 

1,475,042. Composite Hee Paul Arthur, Chicago OHIO f-inech 2.4 — ya + + 2 

ill : s7-inch 3 yar y l 2 ‘ 

« ' = , Erie Rubber Corporation Company, Sandush s7-inch 3.25-yard 15 
A * me tie. Jean ©. Tuttle, ARFOR. Onis, § E. B. King, J. G. Pyle, J. F. Flynn, 37-inch 3 50-yard yd. 14% 15 oe - nor to ; | + t Tire and HR. Greenlee and ¢ R. Spah Z-inch thee , , 131 

tubber Compan kros EX, ‘ 
1,475,098 Automobile r Ruf W. Welt; Capital Changes Se OSNABURGS : 

San Franci ( ; ie ite ial 3 BY, 

1,475,101. Brush for vit or khart Rubber Works, Elkhart, Ind., $1 h 7-ounce 18% 
other toilet | Robert Morse Wit] ~ ve 

be Svan \ . th ‘ \ ralia 

1,475.1 looth>rus! Robert Morse Withy- , ; 

ymbe, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia London Stocks of Crude Rubber 
1,475.14 Resilient Tir nt Phaneuf < ‘ 1 i Mz ks 

Washington, D. ¢ rac e ar S Since London is the reservoir of ac- 

ae ~ he egy Mm ae = ee cumulation of the surplus stocks of the 
} ' ‘ to th lvear lire 

and Rubber Comy Akron, Ol a cor Nov, 27, 192 world, it may be of interest to the trade 
poration of O} BLUE STREAK—No, 111,518. The Goodyear to have a statement concerning the 

Tire & Rubber Compar Akron, Ohio Hose : . 

N ymposed of fabric and rubber monthly condition of London stocks trom 

14 . ;, SECURITY—No. 165,942. Marshall Field & the end of January to November 12, 
l r t | Akr Compan Cl Ago ] Ss enders aT 29 P 4 i 

O} \ he ( , & Rul cite spies ; ' 1923, and stocks of approximately cor- 
wer ( : : v : t f KAP KOVR—N 171,916 Hodgman Rubber responding date of the year previous: 
( ’ Co pany Ye Kers N \ WW ater] of = 

1,4 lire ( tructior I Dicker ers for hats and caps (Figures in long tons) 
heet, San Fra Ca ‘ rt Fault A-W-T N 174,24 lhe Goodyear rire A 19 10 

P ‘ . Vas! Rubl ( A} oO} Vel t a) _ tad atecedl 

‘ tul ed wholl 1 part of bber January 30 73,402 67,375 

es ay tes Bos ig gg ge ae February 27 70,531 67,668 
~ b | 4 4 k i ; . * . aaa be 

A. Schrad ~ \ pa Mareh 26 64.633 67.190 

oan) CHESTERFIELD CORD—N 179,468. Abra- April 30 58,523 68,601 
1.4 ( Ir ' \ } har ( r r i y } ! Ihe . zB - ~ Py 

( Ch ertield Tire ur R < ( j May ree) 54,489 70,022 

1,4 69 es ef O M. King porated Chicago, Ill. Solid rubber tires, June 25 51,090 71,450 

coe ane a , Shor mand oper el ~~ ates Titers _ — July 30 19,689 71,554 

ard Oil Compa ol f India OCNAP—No. 183,539. Panther Rubber Manu- August 27 $7,500 72,149 
14 fot) Vl . aa Ge, bs ~~ : ; - pk <4 

vy \ ) : , nul September 24 52,9387 71,167 
\ \ | I ( a ber es at rubber he ; » , . 9 

to the Goodyear & Rubber C GOLDSMIT No. 184,284 e P. Go th October 29 58,423 638,603 
pe Akre O ' : f O} re Com] ( uti, Ol Baseball November 12 60,405 68,565 

1.4 lire \ t | } Mer ah ba ‘ ball ‘ +} «} 2 

! N \ , , , h ru y 

1,475.3 ry — , ro, 184,954. The Ansonia © & Lambert Increases Equipment 
“ ) cepa I ed Tire ( Dar nsonia - Elast ebbing 

a el hapir i l M K-O N | $29 c f Depa ent ‘ e ate 
‘ e, W os aati t } lie demand for puncture proof tires bul Stores, Inc., I irgh, Pa. G a ir . 

ate Seo ee ee 6S Selby, Trade mark consists of outline representation of produced by the Lambert Tire and Rub- 
Port t) 0 i t ' ‘. Shoe " " ' +} ' . . ’ 

‘ Por oO - oO R . : ber Co., Akron, O., has increased so 
‘ : L.A. per “ eac! otner . . — 

1,4 bld-—Detacl \ t ( 186,686 ‘ Automobile Proprietat much according to G. M. Collette, pres- 

* . D = i England dient of the company that it has be- 

at ¢ Ne ' come necessary to order another mill 

may og | a s line and new mills to be installed im- 
hor ‘ t . t ana 

Method of Mak Vents . ; ; > ; mediately. During the summer a sIix- we Ee king | Bi Danish Rubber Marking Revoked ™o@#te’: 
Harry \ — oe. Park, N a mill unit was added to the factory and 
te / iia cul ( IM ry pM at f ; : 

ler . Cabled advise has been received by the the tactory is now running three shifts 

ad ao iy _ tabte Clamps for B we Pipes Department of Commerce from Acting imstead of two as formerly. 
and the ike Robert Hammond yndor . ’ ' she » 7 } ‘ ) ‘ » ¢ 
England Commercial Attache Sorensen, at Copen- A change in shifts has been made at 

, +" oo W , Sateen ’ ' ‘ le = . a . hifts 1,4 o Res — W hes ~- —y--* haven, that the deeree of the Danish the plant trom two 10-hour siuft to 
nchester a., assignor to The Harloe Tire ’ . . . hree ei T CeSSI1- Ge. Inc. Winchester. Va Ministry of Commerce, imposing certain three eight-hour shifts. This necessi 

1,475,517—Tire Removing Toc Clint B. merking requirements on rubber goods tates hiring more men. About 60 per 

imvorted into Denmark after January cent of the tires manufactured by the 

Independence, Kansas 1, 1924, has been revoked. company are for Ford cars. 


